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KASTERN STATES PLAN THEIR SNOW 
REMOVAL WORK FOR COMING WINTER 

By J. L. HARRISON, Senior Highway Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads. 

A CLOSE-UP OF THE SNOW PLOW IN ACTION. 

ODERN pfoduction is not, generally speaking, 
a seasonal matter. Coalis mined, clothing is 
manufactured, food is made ready for con- 

sumption alike in summer and in winter. The 
coming of winter stops only the supply of raw prod- 
ucts of the soil. Many, even of these products, con- 
tinue to pass through the multitudinous processes 
which convert raw food into forms fit for consumption 
all through the winter. 

Transportation, the servant of production, must be 
ready at all times to serve its master. Stoppage of 
transportation is equivalent to cessation of production. 
These facts are axiomatic—platitudinous. We all 
agree as to their verity. 

Railroads do not abandon their shippers when snow- 
drifts cover their tracks. They clear away the snow. 
No matter what the cost, trains must be moved. Nor 

is this done because of any immediate profit to the 
railroads, for, as a matter of fact, it might often be 
cheaper for the roads to suspend traffic for days or 
even weeks at a time than to go to the enormous ex- 

(3) 

pense of clearing the tracks and moving trains,when 
the snow piles high. Jather is this action based on 
the fact that business conditions and the number of 
laborers who can be kept employed are so vitally 
affected by even minor delays in the distribution of 
commodities that the railroad administrators realize 
that the ultimate gain that accrues is worth whatever 
it costs. 

And so it is now coming to be with the traffic on our 
highways. The commerce of our country as a whole is 
increasingly dependent on them. Production has in- 
creased faster than the capacity of the railroads to 
supply transportation. True the congestion we have 
experienced these last few years is abnormal. Never- 
theless, the railroads are not anxious to take up again 
the whole burden of the country’s transport. Neither 
is it wise that they should be permitted to if they 
would. The motor truck will claim its own. Perhaps 
that means the short haul, but how short or how long 
none now can say. At any rate the motor truck has 
transformed highway freight traffic. Never again 



will the highway serve only the locality—the truck 
reaches out. Fifty miles are as 10 in the day of the 
horse. And such is the nature of the truck that it 
brooks no delay. Time saving is its raison d’étre. 
Commodities are moved by truck because they must 
be moved promptly. Hence the old attitude toward 
highwary traffic has changed. It is no longer of a kind 

that can be carried on at conyenience—halted with 

indifference, 

SEASONAL TONNAGE ON HIGHWAYS. 

A few figures will illustrate the pomt. They are 
given in the table below and they represent the sea- 
sonal tonnage carried over a section near Rahway, 
N. J., of the principal highway between Philadelphia 
and New York. The daily tonnage carried in motor 
trucks (60 per cent assumed to be goods in transit) is 
reported as follows: 

DAILY TONNAGE, 

| | 
| Year. Spring. | ae re Winter. 

(Lee Peele Ca ees 

| 1918. .... 2,019 | 2,723 | 2,370 | 1,992 
| 1919.....| 23503 23129 2,840 | 2) 092 
1 920'0. 2 Sas peciaae Newey ie cena Mee, ese 
| 

1 Maximum reported one week, 9,620 tons per day. 

In New Jersey and Pennsylvania, through which 
this route runs, snow removal is not a new thing. 
This table is, therefore, indicative of the relatively 
constant freight traffic over roads that are open the 
year round. Incidentally it illustrates also the 
decided tendency for the volume of commerce carried 
over the more important highways to increase. 

The movement of rural products, particularly 
dairy products, is often almost wholly dependent 
on the highways. In some parts of the Hast, par- 
ticularly where manufacturing is the principal busi- 
ness, factory interchange is now largely carried in 
trucks. Other similar and equally important matters 
might be mentioned. They would, however, only 
serve to emphasize the fact that to keep this traffic 
moving at all seasons of the year is vital. To do so 
will involve heavy expenditures, wnich may be open 
to public attack. On the other hand, to stop this 
traffic, especially at the present time, when it is 
admittedly impossible to move it in any other way 
than over the highways, will involve direct loss to 
many individuals, who are thereby thrown out of 
employment, as well as indirect and often unappre- 
ciated losses to business of all kinds, which will much 
more than offset any saving that appears to result 
from a failure to keep these highways open. 

Having these general statements in mind, it may be 
of interest to note that there is very general recogni- 
tion of the importance of keeping the heavy traffic 
routes open. Indeed, the State highway departments 
in those States where the snow is heavy and the traffic 

important are all doing whatever they can under the 
law to meet the situation. The plans of the various 
highway departments differ somewhat though their ~ 
actual field methods are very similar. Hence in the 
subject matter which follows little is said of the field 
methods used by individual States. On the other 
hand, the plans of these States for the coming winter 
may be of interest, as are some of the special features 
of their work. 

: PENNSYLVANIA. 

Pennsylvania, the leader in all matters of snow 
removal, is expecting to do more of this work during 
the approaching winter than has ever been attempted 
before. Indeed, to that end the State is equipping 75 
additional trucks with snow plows and adding to its 
correlated mechanical facilities and its snow removal 
organization in a similar proportion. This addi- 
tional equipment, it is assumed, will be sufficient to 

enable the State highway department to keep open 
through routes connecting all of the principal manu- 
facturing centers and connecting with the neighbor- 
ing States. 

Pennsylvania is a mountainous State. Hence 
the snow removal problem is a difficult one. More- 
over, the snowfall is heavy. However, by the liberal 
use of snow fences—used more liberally in this State 
than anywhere else in the country—it has been possible 
to so control drifting that the heavy trucks can keep 
the roads clear with a minimum of assistance in the 
way of handwork. 

The snow-removal operations in Pennsylvania 
differ in no essential points from those considered 
standard in other States and discussed at length in 
another part of this article, nor is the equipment used 
by the Pennsylvania State highway department 
unusual, though the organization probably has more 
V-shaped plows than are found in, other States. It 
is, however, worthy of note that by reason of the fact 
that the right of way is kept scrupulously clear of 
weeds, brush, etc., that obstructions of all sorts are 
removed wherever possible, and that snow fences are 
liberally used, the cost of snow removal is reported 
to be as low as from $50 to $200 per mile. | 

One feature of the Pennsylvania snow-removal 
program, not so well known as the methods of actually 
handling the snow, but deserving of general adoption, 
is the cooperative arrangement with the Weather Bu- 
reau by which the highway department is informed in 
advance of the approach of storms. This information 
is at once sent out to the field engineers, who, by reason 
of the exact information that is furnished both as to 
the intensity of the coming storm and its probable 
duration, are the better able to prepare for the emer- 
gency. 

The patrol system of men, who are employed regu- 
larly on the highways, forms a nucleus about which a 
larger organization can be created whenever condi- 
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tions require, and the information given by the 
Weather Bureau assists the district engineers in 
determining well in advance of the arrival of the storm 
whether any special forces will be necessary and insur- 
ing that all equipment is in readiness for the emer- 
gency. This is of great importance, for it is every- 
where agreed that one of the most important matters 
in fighting a heavy snowfall is getting onto the job in 
time with the proper forces and that the matter of next 
importance is the ability to stay on the job as long as 
the snowfall lasts. 
Advance information as to storms assists in both of 

these matters—in the first particular by furnishing a 
basis for a determination as to the forces that will be 
needed and in the second by giving advance informa- 
tion concerning the reserve of forces which must be 
gotten together to keep up the fight as long as the 
storm lasts. ‘Too much emphasis can hardly be placed 
on the value of this information, particularly as to the 
storms that will continue over a number of days, for 
a crew can only be depended on for a limited period 
every day; and if the temperature is low, replace- 
ments may have to be made at rather short intervals. 

On the other hand, it is absolutely essential that the 
plows be kept running if the final result is to be a 
cleared highway. Whenever a bad storm is to be 
faced, the only assurance of success, therefore, lies in 
ample reserve forces, and Pennsylvania’s success in 
fighting the snow under very difficult conditions can 
be largely traced to the clear grasp that the State high- 
way department has had of this phase of the matter. 

Pennsylvania keeps the public informed as to the 
condition of the highways. Each patrolman is 
assigned to a definite section and every day reports to 
the district head the condition of his section. The 
district office telegraphs or telephones these reports 
both to the Weather Bureau at Pittsburgh and 
Philadelphia and the State highway department, 
where the information is tabulated and charted, and 
from these charts information as to the condition of 
the highways is: given to the public either direct or 
through the Weather Bureau’s daily bulletins. 

If any point on the designated routes is blocked for 
more than 24 hours the headquarters organization 
takes a hand in the matter and men and equipment 
from other points are thrown in until the men and the 
equipment available are able to cope with the situa- 
tion. 

~The State highway department of Pennsylvania 
believes that the important trunk-line highways are 
as important a factor in the Nation’s distribution 
system in the winter as they are in the summer. 
They are important enough to build and maintain in 
the summer. They must, therefore, be important 
enough .to keep open during the winter. This is, 
beyond a doubt, a reasonable point of view and ample 
defense of the liberal expenditures made to this end. 

OHIO LOCAL OFFICIALS DO WORK. 

The State highway department of Ohio is limited 
by law in its snow-removal activities by reason of the 

_ fact that all responsibility for snow removal rests on 
the counties, towns, and townships. The highway 
department has, however, taken an active interest in 
the matter of snow removal, has published valuable 
instructions in regard to this matter, and renders all 
possible assistance to such counties as will undertake 
the work. Indeed, the highway department n>t only 
loans machinery freely, but will send its own engineers 
to advise and assist whenever requested to do so. 

There is to be a definite effort to keep open the 
important routes through this State this winter, but 
as the work must be paid for by the local authorities, 
the State’s activities being confined to efforts to corre- 
late the work in the different local units, to assisting 
with equipment, and to furnishing such supervision 
as may be desired by the local authorities, the final 
result can not be predicted until all of the plans have 
been completed. ; 

NO DEFINITE PLANS IN INDIANA. 

In the State of Indiana the State highway depart- 
ment is fortunate in having ample funds and full 
authority to use them in any manner that will be of 
assistance to the traffic and of benefit to the highway. 
However, snow removal has never been undertaken 

on a large scale, and it is thought that, generally 
speaking, the snowfall. in this State is not heavy 
enough to cause much obstruction of traffic. This, 
coupled with the fact that the State highway depart- 
ment in its present form is a very young organization, 
explains the fact that no definite plans have as yet 
been made for handling this winter’s snowfall. The 
head of the highway commission, however,‘states that 
the commission has ample authority and ample money 
to devote to this work and that the principal routes 
through Indiana will be kept open to traffic this winter. 

EXTENSIVE MICHIGAN PROGRAM. 

The State highway commission of Michigan did a 
good deal of snow-removal work last winter and is 
planning a more extensive program for the coming 
winter. Indeed, an effort will be made to keep all of 
the State routes open. In the north, where the snow- 
fall is heavy and the traffic light, the snow will be 
rolled as often as may be necessary in order to keep 
the traffic moving. Farther south plows will be 
operated. 

Michigan has already begun the preparations for 
winter by making a very active effort to get all 
obstructions cleared from the right of way, tight 
fences and hedges removed, and wherever possible, snow 
fences installed. Machinery is also being prepared. 

Michigan, like all large States, faces the fact that 
on her State highway system some routes are of more 
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TRUCKS IN TANDEM WITH THE SNOW PLOW BETWEEN. 

importance than others. The important routes will, 
of course, receive first attention, and it is fully ex- 
pected that, no matter what difficulties are encoun- 
tered, the through routes connecting Michigan’s 
important centers with each other and with the 
adjoining States will be kept open throughout the 
winter. 

THE ILLINOIS SITUATION, 

The State highway department of Illinois is in the 
unique position of having under its control for mainte- 
nance only those sections of the proposed State high- 
way system on which paving has been completed. 
This gives the State highway department at the 
present time only two routes of importance—one 

from Chicago north to the Wisconsin boundary line 
and the other from Chicago to the Mississippi River 
at Clinton. The snowfall in Illinois is not heavy. 

Indeed, only on an average of one year out of three 
is the fall heavy enough to obstruct traffic. Even 
then it is the drifting of the snow that generally 
causes whatever trouble there is. As there are few 
cuts on the Mississippi River road and none deserving 
of mention on the road north of Chicago, the State 

. highway department anticipates no trouble with 
snow but has plenty of equipment to handle the 
situation should trouble arise. 

The State highway department has under its con- 
trol a good deal of highway; that is in short stretches 

which are a part of through routes now under con- 

struction. Owing to the fact that detours not under 
State jurisdiction have to be used in order to make 
any use of these short sections, detours on which it is 
probable that no snow-removal work will be under- 
taken, the State engineers hardly expect to find it 

necessary to handle the snow on these isolated sections 
during the coming winter. 

NEW JERSEY’S PROGRAM. 

The State highway department of New Jersey has 
been developing and steadily increasing its snow- 
removal program for some years and has plans fo1 
further increases for the coming winter. During the 
winter of 1919-20, 280 miles of State highway were 
kept clear at an expense of $77,710.43. This repre- 
sents an average expenditure of $278 per mile. As 
might be expected, however, this average cost gives 
only a vague impression of the work of snow removal 
for the cost varies from considerably less than the 
average where the fall is light to much larger sums 
where the fall is heavy and drifting is serious. Thus, 
near Cranberry, on the main road between New York 
and Philadelphia, $4,326.99 was spent in keeping a 

short stretch of highway open during February alone. 
In this case ice as well as snow had to be removed, the 
work having been seriously complicated by the drain- 
age conditions in this region. 

» 



For the coming winter plans are being laid to keep 
all of the State highway routes—about 700 miles— 
open to traffic, and equipment is being prepared to that 
end. Some snow fence will also be used. 

In handling the snow situation in New Jersey it is 
customary to start clearing on a width of 30 feet or as 
near to that as can be obtained. The plows are or- 
dered out as soon as from 2 to 3 inches of snow has 
fallen and are worked 24 hours a day while the snowfall 
continues. As the winter advances, particularly if the 
snowfall is heavy and the weather uniformly cold, the 
width worked over gradually narrows down until only 
about 18 feet is kept clear. This permits two-way 
traffic at all times, which is felt to be of importance not 
only because it facilitates the movement of the traffic 
but because it prevents the formation of the snow ruts 
that are so destructive of certain types of pavement. 

IN MASSACHUSETTS. 

Snow removal in Massachusetts is a new thing, the 
legislature having only recently appropriated $50,000 
to be used in assisting in the removal of the snow on 
important routes. The Massachusetts law does not 
contemplate that the State shall bear the whole cost 
of snow removal, hence, the relatively small appro- 
oriation, but appears to contemplate a general super- 

vision of activities, the cost of which will be paid from 

other than State funds. 
Massachusetts, indeed, all of New England, is the 

seat of numerous large manufacturing enterprises. 
The freight problem is not, therefore, the long-haul 
problem, as it is known in most parts of the country, 
but a problem of plant interchange on a large scale. 
This arises from the fact that relatively few factories . 
take the raw material delivered from a distance and 
turn out the completed article of commerce. ‘To illus- 
trate, few shoe factories take the hide, tan it, dye it, 

etc., and finally convert it into shoes. Rather the 
hide is tanned at one point, often moved a considerable 
distance to a dye plant for further treatment, and only 
sent to the shoe factory for final manipulation. It 
often happens that the tannery, the dye plant, etc., 

are owned by the corporation that owns the shoe fac- 
tory, but the fact that they are separated, often by ° 
considerable distances, creates a problem in interplant 
transportation which resembles the problem of hand. 

ling partially completed units in a large factory more 
than it does the problem of the bulk transportation of 
raw products. 

Working on the basis of the facts above outlined 
as the salient feature in the Massachusetts situation, 

though by no means overlooking any of the other fac- 
tors in the traffic situation, the Massachusetts State 
highway commission has set out to solve the snow- 
removal problem by cooperative agreement with those 
interests most directly affected by any closure of 
these highways—the large factories and the large 

trucking companies. To these companies, as well as 
to the larger towns and the cities, the highway com- 
mission is pointing out the advantages of a coopera- 
tive effort toward keeping the highways clear and 
securing agreements with such' organizations as will 
cooperate, these agreements covering fixed sections 
of the routes that are to be kept open. Under these 
agreements the State will supply the plows and hold 
them at definite points, where, on notice from the 
State’s engineers, and regardless of the day or the hour, 
they are to be picked up by the trucks owned by the 
cooperating agencies and kept on the road as shall be 
needed in keeping the assigned sections clear. Under 
this arrangement the cost of the supervision falls to 
the State, but the cost of operating the .trucks is 
borne by the cooperating agencies. The scheme is 
unique, but under the peculiar conditions existing in 
Massachusetts, and with the excellent supervision that 
the connection of the Massachusetts State highway 
commission with this enterprise is bound to insure, it 
ought to prove successful. 

CONNECTICUT. 

The State Highway Department of Connecticut 
removes snow from the State highways, paying for the 
cost from its maintenance funds which are secured 
from the license fees from automobiles. The State 
has battled with the snow, with greater or less success, 
for the past three or four years, and will carry on the 
work during the coming winter as in the past. Suffi- 
cient equipment is available to take care of the ordi- 
nary snowfalls, and the labor required will be supplied 
from the regular forces employed by the maintenance 
department. Last year snow was removed from 
about 1,000 miles of road and it isconfidently expected 
that the same program will be carried out this year. 

MARYLAND. 

Maryland has made no attempt to remove snow in 
previous years. Except in the mountains of the 
western section of the State, the snow problem is not 
a serious one. In that section however the snow fall 
is heavy and some seasons covers the ground from early 
fall to late spring. The Roads Commission now 
recognizes the need for clearing and this year is plan- 
ning to keep open the roads from Washington, through 
Baltimore to the Delaware line, the road from Balti- 

more to Cumberland and Western Maryland, the 
boulevard from Baltimore to Annapolis, and the roads 
to Solomons Island and Point Lookout. At least 20 
trucks of the four-wheel-drive type will be equipped 
with plows and held in readiness for the work on these 
roads. 

ON NEW YORK’S ROAD SYSTEM. 

The State of New York has the largest State high- 
way system in the United States. Over $200,000,000 

have been invested in this system. But, owing to the 

r 



fact that the State laws place 
the responsibility for snow re- 
moval on the local authorities, 

it has, so far, been impossible 
to devise any method by which 
this $200,000,000 improvement 
can be kept at the disposal of 
the public during the winter 
months. The commissioner 
does not believeit a good policy 
to allow $200,000,000 worth of 
roads to lie idle from two to 

three months every year and is 
willing to assume the responsi- 
bility for keeping the impor- 
tant routes open whenever 
funds are made available, but 

can do very little toward that 
end under existing laws. 

SNOW-REMOVAL METHODS. 

The actual work of snow re- 
moval that will be done this 
winter is handled in pretty 
much the same fashion by all 
of the States. It is the com- 
mon and the logical practice 
to turn this work over to the 
maintenance department. In 
most States the maintenance 
departments are now well or- 
ganized, and the addition of 
snow-removal work to the pre- 
viously assigned duties of the 
maintenance department has 
the advantage of making what, 
for the lower grades of em- 
ployees, has been a seasonal 
occupation into a full-time position. In the long run 
this will have a very beneficial effect, for it will make it 
possible to obtain and to keep a better grade of men. 

The methods used in handling this snow problem are 
also similar in all of the States. Indeed, they resolve 
themselves into two distinct groups of activities: 

mO.P. 

fin eel AnER MBA LES; 

(1) The removal of snow from the highways and 
(2) Preventive methods tending to keep it from 

blowing into the highways in objectionable quantity. 

These naturally go hand in hand, but as the expense 
of removing snow is apt to be greater than the expense 
of preventing it from accumulating on the roads, the 
preventive methods will be treated at the greater 
length. 

PREVENTIVE MEASURES. 

Snow, of course, falls uniformly and sometimes 

lies as it falls. More generally, however, there is 
some wind in connection with a snowfall, and when 
this is the case there is, depending on the velocity 
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EARLY FALLS HAVE BEEN MOVED WELL BACK. 

FIRST SNOWFALE SHOULD BE~ WIDE ENOUGH TO ALLOW SPACE FOR THE DISPOSAL -OF 

AFTER SEVERAL SNOWS IT WILL BE DIFFICULT TO CLEAR THE ROAD UNLESS THE 
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of the wind and the character of the snowflakes, more 
or less drifting. Snowflakes are carried along by air 
currents just as sand and silt are carried by water 
currents. Moreover, the greater the velocity of a 
wind current the more snow it can carry. And herein 
lies the cause of drifting, for wherever an air current 

that is carrying snowflakes is checked some of the 
snowflakes are, perforce, dropped, and as this con- 
tinues a drift is formed, the whole process being quite 
the same as that by which sand bars are formed in 

water currents. 

It should be noted, however, that in general the 
snow that is moved about by the wind is not raised 
very far above the surface of the ground. The dis- 
tance that it is raised depends, of course, on the veloc- 
ity of the wind, but it is only in exceptional cases that 
the wind is so high that the snow is carried at an eleva- 
tion which prevents the control of the area in which 

it will be deposited. 
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IF SNOW IS NOT REMOVED RUTS ARE FORMED AND THE 

DAMAGE TO THE HIGHWAY !IS OFTEN MUCH GREATER 

THAN THE COST OF SNOW REMOVAL. 

Snowdrifts are formed on the lee side of obstruc- 
tions. This naturally follows from the fact that 
back of such obstructions there is a body of relatively 
quiet air. Indeed, the velocity of an air current may 
be affected for as much as 10 times the height of such 
low obstructions as fences, hedges, etc. From this it 

naturally follows that where snow is being carried by 
wind, low obstructions will clear the air current of 
snow by causing it to be deposited in a relatively 
quiet space back-of these obstructions. 

This matter has been treated at some length because 
of its relation to all of the means that must be adopted 
for preventing the formation of drifts. These begin 
with the removal from the right of way of everything 
that can cause drifting. Weeds are the most com- 
mon source of trouble These should_be carefully cut 
down and removed, for a growth of weeds or high 
grass, even if no more than a foot or two high, will 
cause drifting whenever the wind is right. Moreover, 
this applies even to such places as the tops of fills that 
would otherwise blow clear. Too much emphasis can 
hardly be placed on this matter, for more drifting is 

caused by weeds and brush allowed to accumulate 
along the roadway than in any other way. The 
weeds should, of course, be kept down by constant 
trimming, but if this has not been done they should 
at least be cleared away in the autumn and the right 
of way left unobstructed during the winter months. 

HEDGES, FENCES, AND TREES. 

Next in order of importance as causes of drifts on the 
highways are the hedges. These should be removed 
wherever experience has shown tbat they cause 
trouble. A hedge will, of course, cause drifting 
whenever the wind is right, but there are many 
regions where the winds that carry snow are so con- 
stantly from one direction that only a relatively 
small fraction of the hedges need to be removed to 
correct practically all of the trouble originating from 
this cause. 

Stone fences, rail fences, picket fences, indeed, all 
of the tight fences, can and often do cause drifting. 
To reduce drifting to a minimum, such fences should 
therefore be taken out and wire fences erected in 
their places, for wire fences, being open, offer no ob- 

struction to the wind and so do not create a condition 
under which snow will be deposited. 

Rows of trees sometimes cause drifts to form. 
Where this is the case it will generally suffice to trim 
the branches well above the ground. Sometimes, 
however, this is not sufficient, and the trees themselves 
must be taken out. At this point measures of snow 
removal come into conflict with roadside beautifica- 
tion and home or town improvement and a problem 
is created that can not be solved with the snow 
problem solely in mind. Indeed, this same applies 
to some extent to the removal of fences and hedges, 
and, in practice, it will be found that in spite of the 
obvious advantage of removing such obstructions 
there may arise even more patent disadvantages which 
will prevent the complete elimination of all of these 
sources of trouble. 

Besides the above causes of drifting there are con- 
ditions lying in the topography of the country and in 
the manner in which roads have been built that tend 
to cause drifting. A hill may affect the air currents 
a good deal. A cut may be so placed that it catches 
the flying snow. Matters of this kind can not be 
corrected by eliminating the cause of the drifting, 
however, a good deal can be done by erecting snow 
fences. 

As has been stated above, the snow that is carried 

by the wind is usually carried near the ground. Where 
cuts drift full, or where the general contour of the 
country causes drifting, snow fences may be so placed 
that the air currents will be cleared of snow before 
they pass over the road. 

To accomplish this, such fences should be erected 
on the windward side of the road and from 50 to 69 
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feet distant. These fences may be either permanent 
or portable, but as rural highways quite generally run 
through land that is used for agricultural purposes, the 
portable fences have the wider adaptability in high- 
way work, for they can be set up after all crops are 
removed from the land and removed in the spring be- 
fore the land must be worked for the next year’s crop. 
Snow fences are generally either of the “board 

fence” type (see figure) or of the picket type. The 
permanent fences are generally of the board type. 
Eight 6-inch boards, separated from 2 to 4 inches on 
the nailing strips, make a very satisfactory fence for 
this purpose, the portable fence of this type differing 
from the permanent installation only in that it is 
made up in sections of convenient length and held in 
place by stakes or driven posts rather than by set 
posts. 

Picket fences are often used where a portable fence 
is required. The best fence of this kind is one made 
of light pickets held in place by a number of strands 
of heavy wire. Such fences can be readily erected on 
driven posts and when out of use rolled up and stacked 
where they will be out of the way. 

WHERE PREVENTIVE MEASURES FAIL. 

After all of these preventive measures have been 
resorted to, there will still remain to be handled all 

_of the snow that lies as it falls and such minor drifting 

as can not be economically handled by the erection 
of fences and this may amount to a good deal, for, 
ranging from little or nothing in the southern part 
of the country, the normal snowfall increases to the 

north, until in many parts of the northeastern, north- 
western, and northern Lake regions it exceeds 100 
inches a year. Indeed, in the regions where there 
are heavy snowfalls the problem of keeping the 
highways clear is a serious one even after all pre- 
ventable drifting has been eliminated, and it is not 
an easy one to handle though the snowfall is only 
moderate. , 

There are really only two methods of keeping roads 
open to traffic where the snow is heavy—the com- 
paction method and the removal method. 

OPENING ROADS BY COMPACTING THE SNOW. 

Solving the snow problem by compaction consists 
of rolling the road after every snowfall with a roller 
6 or 8 feet in diameter and from 10 to 12 feet long. 
To insure that the roller shall work well, the ends must 

be closed. Two widths should be rolled so that 
vehicles can pass without either one getting off of 
the compacted snow. 

This method does very well where the traffic is light 
and is composed principally of horse-drawn vehicles 
and possibly a few light automobiles. It is not, 
however, satisfactory for roads where the traffic is 
heavy, and is wholly unsatisfactory where many 
automobiles or heavy trucks must use the highway, 
for such vehicles are apt to lose traction, even in 
well-compacted snow, and to spin their drive wheels 
until they are as effectively stalled as on a muddy 
road. 

This system has the added disadvantage of facili- 
tating the formation of ruts. Even compacted 



snow cuts away rapidly, and as there is a tendency 
for each vehicle to follow its predecessor bad ruts 
are soon formed. Indeed, these often cut clear 
through to the underlying pavement, which, because 
all of the traffic is concentrated in two narrow wheel 
tracks, may be very materially damaged thereby. 

It should not, however, be assumed that these 
snow ruts are formed only when the snow is com- 
pacted. As a matter of fact they are still more 
readily formed where nothing at all is done toward 
dealing with the snow. Indeed, one of the best 
reasons for removing the snow from the highways 
lies in the fact that where this is not done, if the 
traffic is of much volume, snow ruts are formed, and 
the damage thereby done the highway is often much 

greater than the cost of removing the snow would 

pe REMOVAL NECESSARY ON SOME ROADS. 

Where the roads must be kept clear and the traffic 
is such that compacting the snow is not sufficient, 
there remains nothing but the removal of the snow. 
This may be accomplished by the use of plows or by 
hand. Sometimes rotary plows are used, but as 
yet they have not been commonly adopted for this 
work in this country. Ultimately the writer believes 
that the heavier snowfalls will be handled by some 
form of apparatus resembling the modern elevator 
grader. Such a machine might be readily designed 
to clear the full width of the highway at a single cut 
and, by using a fast-moving belt, to discharge the 
snow well away from the line of travel and where it 
would tend to prevent rather than to stimulate 
further drifting. 

The present practice in snow removal is, eee to 
push the snow off of the highway by means of blades 
similar to those used on road graders. Indeed, road 
graders are frequently used for this work, though the 
more common practice now is to fasten a heavy blade 
ahead of a heavy truck (the four-wheel drive type 
being preferred for this work) and to use the powerful 
driving force of the truck to push the snow off of the 
highway. Sometimes, and this applies particularly 
where the fall of snow is heavy, a second truck is used, 

this truck being hitched ahead of the truck that carries 
the plow. In this way a heavier plow can be used and 
the deeper snow thrown aside. 

Operating in this fashion, all equipment must be 
kept available at all times and must be set in opera- 
tion whenever the necessity arises, regardless of the 
day or the hour. The present practice is to start 
work as soon as from 2 to 3 inches of snow has fallen 
and to continue operations as long as the fall continues. 
The snow may be moved from the center to both 
sides, but in order to prevent drifting it is better to 
move all of the snow to the leeward side of the road. 
Even then some drifting may result from piling up the 
snow, but much less than will result from any piling 
of the snow on the windward side of the road. 
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The first clearings of the season should be wide 
enough. Indeed, the best practice is to clear at least 
10 feet more than the traveled way. If an 18-foot 
road is being cleared this will mean that one cut should 
be made beyond each edge of the road surfacing where 
the snow is thrown to both sides, or that two cuts 
should be run beyond the edge of the pavement 
where all the snow is piled on the lee side of the road. 
As the season advances, this extra space will be used 
to store the later snowfalls. Therefore, though it 
appears during tbe early part of the winter that cut- 
ting this extra width is a considerable inconvenience, 
it will usually prove a time saver as well as a money 
saver in the end. 

GET TRUCK ON JOB EARLY. 

The success or failure of this system depends on 

getting the trucks onto the job early enough and keep- 
ing them there regardless of weather conditions. A 
well-driven truck can handle about 10 miles of high- 
way. It should always be in good condition when 
sent out on work of this sort and particularly so when 
sent out on night work. At least one and preferably 
two assistants should accompany the driver. If a 
heavy blanket of snow is being moved a half dozen 
men with shovels should go out with the truck. Under 
normal operating conditions, a well-handled truck 
should make one cut an hour, but as it will take four 
full cuts to clear the necessary width at the beginning 
of the seasons and generally three during the later 
months, it will be clear that the truck must be kept in 
constant operation as long as the storm continues if 
the final result is to be an open road. However, if 
the trucks are set to work early and kept at work 
regardless of the weather, it will not often happen that 
other methods have to be resorted to. 

On. the other hand, occasions will arise when, due 
to high winds and the failure to provide proper snow 
fences, cuts will drift full in spite of all that the trucks 
can do; or, possibly, it might be more correct to say 
that, because cuts are relatively narrow if the snow 
drifts into them rapidly, the trucks will often be 
unable to find the space to store the snow that must 
be handled if such cuts are to be kept clear. When 
this happens, as it will from time to time, the usual 
method is to put men in with shovels and clear away 
the drift by hand. Work of this kind is expensive, 
so the temptation to clear a minimum width is strong, 
but the most economical width is’ not necessarily 
the minimum that will serve the traffic. If the major 
portion of snow removal is being handled by the 
trucks, in which case any further snow falling on the 
road must be pushed to one side as it falls, the cleared 
width should be wide enough to give the trucks a- 
chance to handle the later falls when they come. 
Otherwise the cuts will be blocked almost at once 
and hand shoveling must be resorted to whenever 
there is a snowfall. 

[Concluded on page 32.] 
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LAYING OUT CIRCULAR CURVES 
Pre OE Pe @HONSsh ROMs hEEs peal 
By T. F. HICKERSON, Professor of Civil Engineering, University of North Carolina. 

HE writer hopes that the tables based 
© [spon formulae given below will fill the 

long-felt need of a simple and time-saving 
method for laying out circular curves by de- 
flections from the point of intersection of 
the tangents (the P. I.), thus avoiding the 
trouble of moving the instrument and reset- 
ting the vernier. 

Referring to figure 1, P is any point on the 
circular are CB and A is the point of inter- 
section of the tangents. Also, Cis the point 

of curve (P. C.), and B is the point of tan- 
gent (P. T.). Lines from points A and O to 
point P make angles of © and a with the line 
AO, these angles being plus when measured 
above AO and minus when below it. PN 
is drawn perpendicular to AO. The deflec- 
tion angle is called A. 

PN Rsina 

Lan 9 = AN- E+ R—Reosa 
Rsina 

R(sec4A—1) +R — Reosa 

Hence, 

tan Q =- ae (1) 
sec4 A— cosa 

Formula (1) shows that for a given value 
of A, the angle © is independent of the 
radius of the curve or the length of curve. 

Imagine the curve divided into 10 equal She ge 

parts, then formula (1) gives the deflections to these For convenience in laying out curves without re- 

points of division as follows: setting the vernier, these directions to points on the 
Sin 5A f d i YA Seay! ete PIGS eS. curve are referred to the first tangent, the line C’A 

Fe OS © 866 $A — c08 yA’ produced. i 
sin BA Instrument at the P. I., and vernier reading A° on 

eS A t C3 —— nied Mews = = 2 FORMS Ae sec FN 1008 pA’ the P. T., we have: 

; “a sin BA Deflection to point (1) = A + 4 (180°— A) — ©, 

NO a 560. 4A — 608 AeA’ = 90° +4A- 0, 
dinalik (2) = 90° + 4A — ©, 
LO 2s ° 

a = 7,A, tan (SVieeee tA—cos psd’ (3) a ue ar 4 A i 

(4).= 90° + 4A-— ©, 
a= US i 0 (5) = 90° +4A 
a= Sia a =fh=y (6) = 90° +4 A+ 0, 
= Ee lies — Os (7) = 90° + 4A +4 0, 
a= ty Ae, = maield SE (8) = 90° +4A4+ 0, 
er — to; Os = rd (9) = 90° + 44+ ©, 
= Ts Ay Sie f % 80 — A) (10) = 180°. 

Values of ©,, G2, Gz, etc., computed by means of It should be noted that the following pairs of de- 
the above formulae for different values of A show _ flections add up to 180° + A°: (1) + (9), (2) + (8), 

that they change uniformly with A; so that inter- (3) + (7), and (4).+ (6). 
polation gives results as closely as one minute for Using the above formulae, deflection tables have 
ranges of 1° in A. . been compiled for all values of the angle A varying 



by 1° from 8° to 128°. This covers all cases that 
are likely to occur in locating curves for roads and 
streets. . 

Figure 2 is a graphical verification of the fact that 
for a fixed A the deflections to points of equal division 
on a curve remain constant for any length of the curve. 
This makes the method perfectly general. 

The order of procedure in laying out a curve is as 
follows: (1) Set up the instrument at the P. I., back 

sight on the first tangent with vernier reading 0°, re- 

3) 
a= 

verse the telescope, unclamp the vernier, and fix the 
line of sight on the second tangent, the vernier giving 
the deflection angle A°; (2) decide what length. of 

curve to use (determined usually either by the de- 
sired external distance / or the tangent length 7); 
(3) compute 7 and F, using either the well-known 
table of tangents and externals for a 1° curve, or, pref; 
erably, the tangents and externals for a 100-foot curve 
(Table II); (4) lay off the tangent length locating the 
end of the curve (the P. T.); (5) divide the length of 

curve by 10 and locate each of the 10 points, or every 
other one, or every third one, etc., depending upon 
how many are needed to properly define the curve, by 

oO 
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starting at the P. T. (or P. C.) and getting the inter- 
. section of the end of the chord with the line of sight 
from the instrument at the P. I., according to deflec- 
tions read directly from the tables (Table I). 

The middle point, or the fifth point of the curve, 
can not be located precisely by intersections since the 
end of the chord would be moved in an arc tangent to 
the line of sight. This point can be located exactly 
and independently by measuring the external distance 
E from the P. I., and this serves as a check. If only 

the second, fourth, sixth, eighth, and tenth points are 

located, then it is not necessary to know £. 
The beginning of the curve (the P. C.) is located as 

the tenth point by a deflection, which is always 180°. 
The station number of the P. C. is known, hence its” 
location can be checked by measuring the plus dis- 
tance back to the preceding station. This method 
avoids measuring the tangent distance from the P. I. 
in order to locate the P. C. 

It should be noted that the curve can be located by 
starting at the P. C. instead of the P. 'T., the deflection 
to the first point being the same as that to the ninth 
point as given by Table I, etc. 
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If part of the curve is not visible from the P. L., say, 
that beyond the sixth point, the instrument may be 
moved to the sixth pomt and the remaining points 
located by deflections from any preceding chord. 
Thus, suppose the instrument is set up at the sixth point 

- and a back sight is taken to the second point, vernier 
reading 0°; then, after inverting the telescope, the 
proper deflection to locate the seventh point is: 

4A 1XA_ 5A, 
20.3 OF 1202 

the deflection to the eighth point is 

4A, 2xA_ 6A 
20° =20 20 

In general, if the instrument is set up at the rth point 
of the curve and a back sight is taken to the kth point, 
then the deflection to the (r+1)th point equals 

(r = k)A 

2X10 

» etc. 

ES Saty 
2x10? 

the deflection to the (r+ 2)th poimt equals the 

preceding plus 5 s a) Otc. 2x 10 | 
If the P. I. is inaccessible or invisible from the curve, 

then the instrument is set up again at the P. C. and 
the points of equal division along the curve are located 
by deflections from the tangent. Thus if the curve is 
divided into 10 equal parts the deflections are as fol- 
lows: 

Deflection to first point =s 5 

’ : 2A 
Deflection to second point = 2c 10 

Deflection to third point =, Se » ete. 
2x10 

Recently the writer was in charge of a party that 
surveyed 22 miles of Federal-aid highways in hilly and 
mountainous country, and the following facts were ob- 
served: (1) Not a single case of inaccessible P. I. oc- 

curred; (2) along 86 per cent of the curves the P. I. 
was visible throughout; (3) in only 42 per cent of the 
curves was the P. T. visible from the P. C. This 
means that 86 per cent of the curves could have been 
laid out completely with the instrument set only once 
(at the P. I.), whereas 58 per cent of them actually re- 
quired the instrument to be set up three times. The 
first 11 miles was in fairly open country along the gen- 
eral direction of an old road. Here 96 per cent of the 
curves were visible throughout from the P. I., but 70 
per cent of the P. T. points were not visible from the 
P.C. The other 11 miles of the survey was partly in 
a dense forest and not along an old road. 

Aside from the time saved in not having to move the 
instrument, another step in the usual operation of lay- 
ing out a curve is avoided, and that is the tangent dis- 
tance is not measured form the P. I. in order to locate 
the P. C. Curves laid out by the usual method begin 
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and end with subchords of unequal length. This 
makes the deflections rather tedious to compute. The 
errors are cumulative, and the writer has seen the best 

of transit men waste time in trying to find the little 
error that prevented the final check. 

The resident engineer can pick up the P. I. more 
easily than any other point, and he would find it con- ° 
venient to realign the curve by deflections from this 
position while construction is going on, since it is apt 
to be beyond the grade stakes and not disturbed. 

The points on the curve established by deflections 
according to the proposed new method are at equal 
and integral distances apart, but they are not full 
stations. The writer believes the advantages of 
full-station points are largely imaginary. However, 
the chainmen can easily locate full station points on 
their return trip from the P. C. to the P. T. by offsets 

PliGi: 3: 

from the equal chords. The middle ordinate of the 
equal chords can be found in Table III, which has 
been compiled by the writer for the purpose. In this 
connection it should be remembered that middle 
ordinates vary practically as the square of the chords; 
and for any chord, the ordinates vary practically as 
those of aparabola. (See fig. 3.) Thus, if the middle 

ordinate is 1 foot the ordinate (or offset) at a point 
two-tenths of the chord length from the end of the 
chord is 0.6 foot. The middle ordinate in practice 
is usually less than 1 foot as will be seen later. 

Before proceeding with an illustration, Table II 
will be explained. This table gives the externals, 
tangents, radi, and degree of curve for circular arcs 
of 100 feet in length according to values of the deflec- 
tion angle ranging from 1° to 128°. It is offered as a 
substitute for the tables giving the functions of a 1° 
curve. The following formulae were used in comput- 
ing the values in Table IT: 

1004 100A 

UoecLas 100 
5729.578 

se ety 

5729.578 
H=£R tan 4A=- of “ex sec 4A 

For curves longer than 100 feet the tabular values of 
the external, tangent, and radius must be multiplied, 
and the degree of curve divided by the ratio of the 
given curve length to 100. For example, suppose A is 
24° and the length of curve to be used is 400 feet, then 

24 
E=5.384X4=21.3, T=50.744 X4=203.0, D= 4 =6°, 

R=238°8 xX 4= 955.2, 
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TABLE I.—Deflections from the P. I. to points of equal division along circular curves. 

: A= Diff.| A= Diff. A= Diff. A= Diff. A= Diff, | A= Diff. A= Diff. \= Diff. A= | Diff. 
Fo. 1200 Fd, oil AIOE Hh Nice | ABION STs Serratia ya hal | Aa ES EC i ie ee a WR ha BA at 

5 } ° ’ , re. mo * a Auf re , ° a yh , Vas, 7 , oe a 8 , ° v,. TONG A , i r ri al alr ri 

IN CORO Fe 12 09 |+1.00) 12 39 /+1.00) 13 10 |+1.01| 14 10 /4+1.01 15 11/4101) 16 12 |41.01] 17 13 |+1.01| 18 13 |+1.01} 19 14 |+1.01 
on oe Se | 12 48 |4106 | 13 20 /41.06| 13 51 +1.06.| 14 55 |+1.06) 15 59 /+1.06| 17 03 |+1.06] 18 07/4106 19 11 |+1.06| 20715 |+1.06 
Dfchd Nuewh avant 14 41/4122) 14 17 |41.22] 15 53 41.21 | 17 06 /+1.21) 18 19 j+1.21) 19° 32 |41.21 | 20 44 41.21) 21° 57 |4+1.21| 23 10 |+1.21 
POAT Gh 6 FIR aS BIB HA 78| 2B. 10 FELT | (28) OL tL 7L |! 24 548 |4.1.69 |) 28085 OB path, +1.67 | 29 46 |+1.65 | 31°25 |+1.64 | 33 04 |+1.62 

@ Pre | | 4 ; wo } 

Be Sas: B80 00 [LAB IG «160+ BD 84 BOM BO: 1-87 ONS RL BU HARTI OON PORT Be OTN a fers w(t at eS aa 99. 30 + . 50 
{ | | 4 4 | I. Be 

ee ST aed ae 170 42 |— .73 | 170 20 — .71 | 169 59 |— .71 | 169 16 |— .69 168 35 |— .69 | 167 54 |— .67 | 167 14 |— .65 | 166 35 |— .64 | 165 56 |— .62 
OTE ERE 177 19 |— .22/ 177 13 |— .22| 177 07 |— .21 | 176 54|— .21 | 176 41 |— .21 | 176 28.\— .21]| 176 16 |— .21 | 176 03 |— .21| 175 50 |— .21 
SRO Ss OE 179 12|— .06 | 179 10 — 106 | 179 09 |= .06 | 179 05 |— .06 179 O1 |— .0€ | 178 57 |— .06| 178 53 |— .06 178 49|— .06 | 178 45 |— .06 
haa OS 179 51 |— .00/ 179 51 /—.00| 179 50 |— .01 | 179 50|— OL 179 49 |— .0i | 179 48 |— .01| 179 47 |— .01 | 179 47 |— .01| 179 46 |— .O1 

| | | 

Tae eens ae ft 180 00} .00| 180 00, .00| 180 00 00 180 00] .00/ 180 00| .00 180 00, .09} 180 00, .00/ 180 00| .00/ 180 00} .00 © 
— ee —————a — =~ > F-} 

ree! | A= | Dif. | A= | Dit. = | Diff. = | Diff. | A= | Dif. | A= | Diff. = | Diff. | A= | Diff. = | Diff. 
pate a. Na Bal ees yh aL AG ae? ras PR ene 15 Wh 24? evans ram a pee hy 22" UR gee Roe es 

: apie =, 4 z , i A ay, 3 i r ° , ° / is ef 3 , i Fis | 5 i , Ry i ° , en ° , , ° , ’ 4 

1 this Eee ee | 20 1541.01) 21 16 |+1.01 | 22 16 |41.01 | 23 17 |4+1.01| 24 18|+1.01 , 25 18 |+1.01 | 26 19 |4+1.01| 27 20 |+1.01 | 28 20 |+1.01 
Dat hee a ae at 21 19|+1.06 | 22 22 /4+1.08 | 23 26 +1.06| 24 30 |+1.06| 25 33 /+1.06 | 26 37 |+1.06| 27 41 |4+1.06| 28 45 |+1.06} 29 48 +1.06 
RS i Soe | 24 22/4120 25 34 /+1.20| 26 46 4120) 27 58 )+1.20] 29 10 |+1/20) 30 22 |+1.19| 31 33 |+1.19] 82 44 |+1.19| 33 56 41.19 
Bs poss ste | 34 41 |+1.60 | 36 17|+3.60| 37 53 41.57) 39 27 [41.55] 41 00 |+1.54) 42 33 |+1.52| 44 04 |41.51| 45 35 41.48) 47 04 41.48 

| | | : 
SEOs A eee | 100 00 + .50 100 30 |+ .50| 101 00 + .50 | 101 30+ .50| 102 00 |+ .50 102 30|+ .50| 103 00 |+ .50| 103 30 |+ .50 | 104 00 + .50 

| | } ‘ # 

Rea Sree 165 19 |— .60 | 164 43 |— .60 | 154 07 ~ .57 | 163 33 |— .55| 163 00 |— .54 162 27 |— .52 | 161 56 |— .51 | 161 25 |— .48 | 160 56 |— .48 
 ohingh Re tele 175 38 |— .20.) 175 26 |— .20]} 175 14 — .20 | 175 02 |— .20| 174 50 |— .20 174 38 |— .19 | 174 27 |— .19 | 174 16 |— .19 | 174 04 |— .19 
ese oR (178 41 |— .06 | 178 38 |— .06| 178 34 |= .06 | 178 30 |— .06 | 178 26 |— .06 178 23 |— .06| 178 19 |— .06 | 178 15 |— .06 | 178 12 |— .08 
eS AEA aD 179 45 |— .O1| 179 44 |— .01 | 179 44 |— .01 | 179 48 |— .01 | 179 42 |— .01 | 170 42 |— 01] 179 41 |— .01) 179 40 |— .01 | 179 40 |—.O1 

UE ape, Seda 180 00} .00 | 180 00} .00| 180 00, .00/ 180 00| .00|180 00] .00/ 180 00) .00| 180 00} .00/180 00) .00 180 00 .00 
BS a ee: ey J Al hs fe if : 2 = lis ue a 

Point A= | pift.| a= | Dig. | a= | Dit. | a= | Dit. | a= | Dim. | a= | Dim. | a= | Dia. | a= | Dis. | A= | Diff. 
an ty 29° it Pes, i laesee A ae ie er Se V Ey an oa <a RG ei Leet ae] ¥ 

iD =, ° P , ° , ‘ 5 ‘ ff ° if ‘ ° , % | 9 | / ¥ ° / bah o. ve ‘ 4 ° , , 

bh toca Un Fates 29 21 |+1.01 |} 30 22 |+1.01 | 31 23 j+1.01 | 32 23 |+1.01| 33 24 |+1.01 | 34 24 |+1.01 | 35 25 |+1.01| 36 26 |+1.01) 37 26 |+1.01 
Ip OPES RO 30 52 |+1.06 | 31 55 41.06) 32 59 /+1.06| 34 02 /+1.06| 35 06/+1.06|; 36 09 /+1.06| 37 13 |+1.06| 38 16|+1.08 39 19 |+1.06 
ne eee eee 35 07 [41.19 | 36 18 +118) 37 29 41.18] 38 39 |41.17| 39 49 41.17) 41 00/4117] 42 10 |+1.17] 43 20 |+1.17| 44 30 |+1.16 
Ae aise yh, | 48 33 |+1.46 | 50 00 |+1.44) 51 26 |4+1.43) 52 52/4141] 54 17}41.39| 55 40 |41.38| 57 03 [41.35] 58 24 |+1.34) 59 44 /41.33 

| 

epee 104 30 + .50 | 105 00 + .50 | 105 30 + .50| 106 00+ .50| 106 30+ .50 | 107 00 + .50) 107 30|+ .50/ 103 00 /+ .50 108 30 |+ .50 
| 

LS eee | 160 27 |— .46 | 160 00 |— .44| 159 34 |— .43 | 159 08 |— .41 | 158 43 |— .39 | 158 20 |— .38 | 157 57 |— .35 | 157 36 |— .34 | 157 16 |— .33 
(eco eit s | 173 53 |— .19| 173 42 |— .18 | 173 31 |— .18| 173 21 |— 117) 173 11 |— .17 | 473 00 |— .17 | 172 50 |— .17 | 172 40 |— .17 | 172 30 |— .18 
Be BeOS 2 eo 178 08 |— .06 | 178 05 |— .06 | 178 O1 |— .06 | 177 58 |— .06 | 177 54 |— 106 | 177 51 — .06 | 177 47 |—.06 | 177 44 |— .06 | 177 41 |— .06 
Dince eaeaes reek 1179 39 |= .01| 179 38 |= .01 | 179 87 |— .01| 179 37 |— .01 | 179 36 — .01 | 179 36 |— .01 | 179 35 |— .01| 179 34 |— .01 | 179 34 |— .O1 

RASS EPS Bee 180 00, .00/ 180 00) .09/ 180 00| .00| 180 00} .00/180 00 .00/ 180 00, .00 180 00} .00| 180 00| .00/ 180 00| .09 

points «=| AS | Dit. | Aq. | Dit. | a= | Dit. | ae | Die.) a= | Die. | a= | dia. | a= | Dia. | a= | Dit.| a= | vid. 
a [a88°) 1 Ay Sage REE PADS, Ms ey ba 1 4220 ASR clined) Umeda a andy 1p 46> alte 

° , t roa E% ia / ° va | f ° : / ’ ° , E U i ° 4 = , ° , of / ° ‘ : ’ ° y t 

Ay atta Speech 38 27 |41.01 | 39 28 41.01] 40 29/+1.01} 41 29 |41.01) 42 30/4101} 43 30 |4+1.01) 44 31 [+101] 45 32|+1.01} 46 32 |+1.01 
RE SEN ead 40 22/4105 | 41 26 41.05 | 42 29 /+1.05/ 43 32/4105) 44 35 |+1.05| 45 38 41.05} 46 41 |+1.05| 47 44 |+1.05) 48 47 |+1.05 
AGE Lie e hers | 45 39/4116 | 46 49 41.15] 47 58 /41.15| 49 07 [41.15 | 50 16 [41.15] 51 25 [41.14] 52 33 |+1.14| 58 41 |+1.14) 54 49/4113 
Bp aatre erat 61 04/4131) 62 23 41.30] 63 41 +128] 64 58 j4+1.27) 66 14/+1.25| 67 2941.24) 68 43 [+123 | 69 57 |+1.21] 71 10 |+1.20 
Pern See eae eg ay g | 109 00 |+ .50 | 109 30 + .50| 110 00/+ .50| 110 30 |+ .50| 111 00|+ .50| 111 30 |+ .50| 112 00 + .50/ 112 30 |+ .50/ 113 00 |+ .50 
Enc eb) Bae te | 156 56 |— .31 | 156 37 — .30 | 156 19 |— .28| 156 02 |— .27 | 155 46 |— .25| 155 31 — .24| 155 17 |— .23 | 155 03 |— .21 | 154 50 |— .20 
Terie soe cee: 172 21 |— .16 | 172 11 — .15| 172 02 |— .15| 171 53 |— .15| 171 44 |— 15] 171 35 |—.14) 171 27 |— .14] 171 19 |— .14| 171 11 |— .18 
esd yee tl aie | 177 38 |— .05 | 177 34 — .05} 177 31 |— .05 | 377 28 |— .05 | 177 25 |— .05| 177 22 |— .05| 177 19 |— .05| 177 16 |— .05| 177 13 |— .05 
ree oe 179 33 |— .01| 179 32/— .01| 179 31 |— .01] 179 31 |— .o1 | 179 30 |— .01] 179 30 |—.01| 179 29 |— .01 | 179 28 |— .01| 179 28 |— .O1 

Rie ese eee ae eo 180 00} .00/ 180 00 .00| 180 00) .00/ 180 00| .00) 180 00) .00/ 180 00} .00 180 00} .00| 180 00} .00) 180 00} .00 

This table gives conveniently a length of curve that For A=40° 00’, the deflections are given directly 
will always be a multiple of 10. The chords there-_ in Table I, as follows: 
fore will always be an integral number of feet in length. | 

| Point. Station. Deflection. 

Example 1. | % 
riesgo cagpokea wie 40° 29 : ' Irstis-eee HOLD Sete cea He ° 29’ 

Given A=40° 00’; P. L. at Sta. 62+11:8. | Second...) 68-451 Loo 42° By 
ird..... EN SIG WS Ach tote 5 47° 58” 

From Table II, EL =100,t#=9:193; P= 62.135 2) =40-. tee ae! AZEBI Tok od, ats 63° 41’ 

petro bet lager cores 5 fe LS Ixthe sees sdOlath eacacutes Sears 56° 19’ Suppose local conditions are such that # should Ber SLE KeLUOL TL nieacaan soos areal 

‘6 pein eo traaceae ee : peti | Ninth..1-! AOL Legere dreane: 231 equal 46 feet approximately. Hence, ratio 99 5. Lanthe aie 50451.1 (2.6)... 180° 00" 

L=500, F=46.0, T=260.7, D=8°. : 
As a check in taking deflections from the table, it SUC E ; 

{9 ~00 =length of each chord to be applied 10 times. should be noted that the first + ninth = second + 
Pele Gost ie ’ eighth = third + seventh = fourth + sixth =180+ 

Dt 24-607 A= 2207/00" 

P.C.=59+51.1 Example 2. 
L. = 5 Given A= 20°20’; P. I. at Sta: 37+18.2. 
PT. =64451.1 T=50.532, E=4.5 (Table II), 



Suppose 7’=100= approx. desired length of tangent. 
: 100 

Ratio = 50.53 7 2, say; hence L=200, T=101.0, D= 

107.10’; 

P. I.=37+4+18.2 
P=] +01.0% 

Pet =36 +-17.2 

L. = 2 : 

P. T.=38+17.2 

200 : E 5 
70 720: Use 40-foot chords applied five times. 

Point. | ae Ks POS 
|- mate ss |= matasipietiadie- amma 

| Pies cessed. | 38-417.2 | A 
Second........ | *+77.2 | 21° 40’ 
Fourth........ | 37437.2 35° 13’ 
Singhs. 2s 5Ese | 4-97. 2 165° 07’ 
Fighth........ +57.2 178° 40’ 
Tenth (P.C.)..| 36-4172 180° 00’ 

Second + eighth = fourth + sixth =200° 20’. 
Check. 

The quantities in Tables II and III are based on 
the definition that the “‘degree of curve”’ is the central 
angle subtended by an arc of 100 feet instead of a chord 
of 100 feet. The radius of a 1° curve is found by 
means of the following proportion: 

1°: 360° =100 feet: 27FR feet, hence 

ALG EGAN eens s ae 
ee er were aaisole wipe 

The middle ordinate (1) of an are whose central 

angle is a° and whose chord is ¢ feet, is given by the 

formula: M=R vers ta (4) 
' 2 

Also M=<> approx. (5) 

Formula (5) shows that for any radius the middle 
ordinates vary as the square of the chords. The above 
formule were used in computing Table III. 

Assuming the are to be parabolic, we have a con- 
venient relation between ordinates at any point along 
the chord and the middle ordinate. (See fig. 3.) For 

example, an ordinate at eight-tenths of the chord- 
length from one end of the chord is six-tenths of the 
middle ordinate. 

In practice, the middle ordinate is usually less than 
1 foot, because the chords should not exceed the limit 

where they vary more than 0.05 foot from the arc. 
Table III shows these limits to be as follows: 

100-foot chords up to 6° 

50-foot chords up to 16° 
40-foot chords up to 25° 

30-foot chords up to 37° 

* 

curves; 

curves; 

curves; 

cnrves; 

middle ordinates up to 1.31 feet. 

middle ordinates up to 0.87 foot. 

middle ordinates up to 0.87 foot. 
middle ordinates up to 0.72 foot. 

25-foot chords up to 47° curves; middle ordinates up to 0.64 foot. 

20-foot chords up to 67° curves; middle ordinates up to 0.58 foot. 
15-foot chords up to 100° curves; middle ordinates up to 0.49 foot. 

Suppose a 30° curve is to be used. Table III 
shows that 30-foot chords are about the longest advis- 
able. However, if 50-foot points along the arc are de- 
sired, then the corresponding chords must be 49.87 feet. 

ak 

THE “DEGREE OF CURVE”—A PLEA FOR THE ARC 
DEFINITION. 

Books on railroad engineering define the ‘‘degree of 
curve’ as the central angle subtended by a chord of 
100 feet rather than an are of 100 feet. The American 
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way 
Association indorsed this definition in 1907 by a vote 
which was not unanimous. The handbooks on high- 
way engineering by Harger and Bonney and Blanchard 

TasLe Il.—/xternals, tangents, radu, and degrees of curve to a 100: 
foot circular arc. 

| oe Gere | Deflee- 
| ut, it, ion 

A | E. 10’. tT. LO) af D. per 
foot. 

| | | Le Fea Leheett" ! sia! 

° | ° | 

1 | 0.218 | 0.036 | 50.001 | 0.001 | 5,730 1th O38 
2 | .436 - 036 50. 005 . 001 2, 865 2 | 6 
3 | .655 .036 | 50.012 . 001 1,910 3 9 
4 . 873 -036 | 50.020 - 002 1, 432 Avila 
5 1.092 .036 | 50.032 . 002 1,146 5 | 1.5 
6 1,310 .036 | 50.046 .003 | 955 Gc lMeles 
7 1.530 .036 | 50.062 - 003 818.6 Male. Dak 
8 1.749 .036 | 50.081 . 004 716.2 Seon 
9 | 1.969 .036 | 50.103 | .004 636.6 ey eco 

10 | 2.189 .036 | 50.127 | .005 573.0 10 | 3.0 
11 |. 2.409 -037 | 50.155 . 005 520.9 Thiet Bis 
12 2.630 .037 | 50.184 - 005 477.5 12 3.6 
13 2. 851 .037 | 50.216 .006 | 440.8 1asulF 339 
14 3.073 .037 | 50.251 .006 | 409.3 14 | 4.2 
15 3.296 .037 | 50.288 SPivi a) 9 BEA 15} | 2 425 
16 Se510 ah ors0S7i le 50; B28 . 007 358.1 TS eke 
L2a) 8:.743 .037 | 50.370 .008 337.0 17 5.1 
18 | 3:968 .037 | 50.416 . 008 318.3 18) ieroe4 
19 | 4.193 -038 | 50.463 NOOO eetoOl Gan elo i eset 
20 | 4.419 | .038 | 50.514 -009 286.5 | 20 6.0 
21 | 4.646 .038 | 50.567 010 Pye or 6.3 
22 4.875 .038 | 50.624 010 260. 4 22 6.6 
23 5.104 .038 | 50.683 010 249.1 | 23 6.9 
24 | 5.384 .039 | 50.744 O11 238.8 24 2 
25 | 5.565 .039 | 50.809 O1L 239.2 25 7.5 
26 | 5.797 | .039 | 50.876 012 220. 4 26 TS 
27 6.030 .039 | 50.946 012 DO ool eee 
28 6.264 .039 | 51.020 013 20456, 7 eeDS aes: 4 
29 6.500 .040 | 51.096 013 197.6 29 8.7 
30 6.737 -040 | 51.175 014 191.0 30 9.0 
31 | 6.976 -040 | 51.257 .014 | 184.8 31 9.3 
32 7.216 -040 | 51.342 015} °' 179.1 32 9.6 
33 7.457 | .040 | 51.430 015 173.6 | 33 9.9 
34 7.700 | .041 51.521 - 016 168.5 34 | 10.2 
35 7.944 | . 041 51.615 . 016 163.7 35 | 10.5 
36 8.190 -041 | 51.712 O17 159.2 36 10.8 
37 | 8.488 | .042 | 51.813 017 154.9 37 11.1 
SSane 68s .042 | 51.917 018 150.8 38 11.4 
39 8.939 | .042 | 52.024 019 146.9 39 11.7 
40 9.193 | .043 | 52,135 019 143.2 40 12.0 
41 9.448 | .043 | 52.249 2020 gig} 130:.5 acl had 12.3 
42 9.706 -043 | 52.366 020 136.4 | 42 | 12.6 
43 9.965 044 52. 487 021 133.3 43 12.9 
44 | 10.227 044 52.611 021 130.2 44 13.2 
45 10.491 -044 | 52.739 . 022 12788 45 13.5 
46 10.757 .045 | . 52.871 . 023 124.6 46 13.8 
47 11.025 .045 | 53.006 .023 12159 47, 14.1 
48 11.296 .046 | 53.145 024 119.4 AQ alae 
49 | 11.570 .046 | 53.288 025 | 117.0 | 49 14.7 
50 +}. 11.846 =| °* 5047. |. 58.435 3025." 114.6 | 50 15.0 
51 12.125 "| .047:| 53.586 026 112.3 51 15.3 
52 12.407 | .047 | 53.740 027 | 110.2 52 15.6 
53 15-80 la eger0480 soe) S00 027 108. 1 53 15.9 
54 12.979 | .049 | 54.062 . 028 106.1 54 16.2 
55 13.270 | .050 | 54.230 . 029 104.1 55 16.5 
56 13.564 .050 | 54.402 .029 102.1 56 16.8 
57 13.861 .050 | 54.577 } .030 100.5 | 57 17.1 
58 | 14.161 051 54.758 031 98.79 |'58 | 17.4 
59 | 14.465 | .051 54.943 .032 | 97.11 59 1732 
60 14.773 | .052 | 55.133 . 033 95.49 | 60 18.0 
61 15.084 | .053 55. 328 . 033 93.93 | 61 18.3 
62 | 15.399 -053 | 55.527 034 | 92.41 | 62 18.6 
63 | 15.718 .054 | 55.732 . 035 90.95 | 63 18.9 
64 16.041 .055 | 55.941 . 036 89.52 |. 64 19.2 

| 

define the ‘‘degree of curve”’ as the central angle of a 
100-foot arc. The writer prefers this definition be- 
cause it is more logical, simpler to use in practically all 
calculations, and involves no more work in the field. 

The real difference between the two definitions is 
expressed by the formulae for the radii: 

oye A’ for ‘‘chord”’ definition. 

4 

Bre oes for ‘‘arc’’ definition. 



This difference is almost negligible for very flat 
curves but quite appreciable for sharp curves. 

Te .D= 1,5, 5729-05. ald ee D2 Done Less 
values of R, and R, are so nearly the same that tables 
giving the functions of a 1° curve apply to either 
definition, as is indicated by the following formule: 

Tangent = 7=RF tan 4A =5,729.6 tan 4A. 

?xternal= H=R exsec 4A=5,729.6 exsec 4A. 
Long chord=2R sin 4A 2X 5,729.6 sin 4A. 

The formula for the actual length of curve: 

L=100 x5 is absolutely exact according to the arc 

definition but only approximate for the chord defini- 
tion, and departs too far from the truth for sharp 
curves. 

To further illustrate the confusion caused by the 
chord definition, suppose A=90° and a 40° curve is 
tobeused. Here Rk, =146.19 and R,=143.24, a differ- 
ence of practically 3 feet. Tangent length for 1° 
curve =5,729.6 (Keith’s Tables in back of field book). 

ay f 

Tangent for 40° curve= oe =143.2. Nominal 

length of curve measured along 100-foot chords 

=100 Xp 100 x =225. The actual length of arc is 

229.6 feet. Now, to make the tangents fit this arc, 
corrections must be added. In this case (for A=90° 
and D =40°), we find 2.94 in Table V of the field books. 

Corrected tangent = 143.22 +2.94=146.2. Suppose 
the station number of the P. C.is 37 +00, then the num- 
ber of the P. T.is 3,700 +225 =39+25. TheP. T.stake 
is labeled the same as it'would be according to the arc 
definition, but it is 2.94 feet farther along the tangent 
than it should be. Hence, if this is repeated 10 times, 
the road is recorded as 29.4 feet shorter than it really is. 

If after the P. C. and P. T. are established with the 
correction added, the curve is laid out by starting the 
measurements at the P. C., using 25-foot chords (that 
is, chords which are practically equal to the correspond- 
ing arcs); then the distance of 225 feet will fall short 
of the P. T. by about 4.6 feet. The instrument man, 
unless he remembers the real meaning of the ‘“correc- 
tion,’ will wonder what is wrong and perhaps waste 
time trying to find the error. 

The use of the “‘correction”’ implies 100-foot chords, 
but chords of such great length would not properly de- 
finea 40° curve. I{shorter chords are used for sharper 
curves, so that the chords will closely approximate the 
arcs (see Table III), then “corrections” for the tan- 
gents and externals are unnecessary. This suggestion 
was made by A. M. Wellington years ago. 
Many highway engineers still make use of the ‘‘chord 

of 100 feet” definition in dealing with curves, but they 
admit considerable difficulty in laying out short radius 
curves. The writer has formule and tables for two 
different special methods of locating sharp curves de- 
rived by highway engineers who still use the chord idea. 
These methods are clever but far from simple. 

With the ‘‘arc of 100 feet’’ definition and shorter 
chords, there is absolutely no more difficulty in locat- 
ing sharp curves than flat ones. , 

- If highway engineers adopt the ‘‘are”’ definition, 
then the tables in the back of field books No. 361 
should be revised. Table V giving “corrections” for 
the tangents and externals is unnecessary and very 
confusing. Table VI giving deflections for subchords 
for short radius curves is inconsistent with the arc 

definition and hence it should be left out. Table ITI, 
giving radi, middle ordinates, etc., should be enlarged 
to include curves as sharp as 100° and revised to agree 
with the ‘arc of 100 feet’’ formule. Table IV, 
giving the tangents, externals, and long chords to a 
1° curve, is the same for either definition. 

AAR Te Llib 

Middle ordinates. Chords. 

De- 
gree | Radius. For chords of— For ares of— 

curve. 
] j | | 

100 80 | 60 | 50 | 40 | 100 80 | 60 | 50 40 
feet.| feet.) feet.| feet.) feet.| feet. feet. | feet. | feet..| feet 

5 “ | | tas ae al FF eae 4 lh ar ore 
| | 

1 5,730 0.25) On L401. 0.084020; ))_2100 80 EEO 50 40 
2 2,865 4 .3 a7 nak Pe 100 80 60 50 40 
3 1,910 6 etic te 2 ae 1 100 80 | 60 50 40 
4 1, 432 9 Als) 503) he he are | 100 80 | 60 50 40 
5 1,146 1.1 ay / .4 noi 2 100 80 60 50 | 40 
6 955 isa} .8 As) 3 2 100 - 80 | 60 50 40 
7 SLS 6 16. 11-0 1 6 4 3 99.94 80 | 60 50 40 
8 AGH LS ele t .6 4 3 99.92 80 | 60 50 40 
9 686. 6.102, Dull el. 2 saw a Aap) ae: 99.90 | 79.95 60 50 40 

10 BISAO fads 2 abet 8 Ais) 3 99.88 | 79.93 | 60 50 40 

Middle ordinates. Chords 

De- 
gree | Radius. For chords of— For ares of—- 

curve. 

80 | 60 | 50 | 40 | 30 80: | «60 50 40 | 30 
feet.| feet.) feet.) feet. feet.| feet. feet. feet. | feet. | feet. 

° | | | 

11 §20.9 |. 1.5), 09 | (0.6 } 0.4.) 922 79.92 | 60 ‘| 50 40 30 
18) Ai uO. Wal cts Onin Be ee D4 79.91 | 60 50 40 30 
13 440.8 | 1.8/1.0] .7 pe a 79.89 | 60 50 40 30 
14 S09 Sie2e ON Alec L) eects AL) 3 79.87 | 59.95) 50 40 30 
15 382.0 | 2:51) 1:2 | .8| .5 | 3 |... 79.85 | 59.94 | <50 40 30 
16 SOO Re a OL Sel ar, -6 3 79.83 | 59.93 | 49.95. 40 30 
17 BaleO Wea Med | 9 .6 3 79.81 59.92 | 49 95 | 40 30 

Middle ordinates. Chords. 

De- | 
gree | Radius. For chords of— For ares of— 

curve. 

‘ | 60 | 50 | 40 | 30 | 25 60 50 40.-'| 30°} 5 26 
| feet. feet.| feet.| feet.| feet.) feet. feet. feet. | feet. | feet 

=| | 4 Losi 

18 | S1Ss3 isa sal: ONL OSG aL One anos, 59.91 | 49.94 40 30 25 
19 | 301.6 | 1.5 )°1.0 ad 4 .3 59.90 | 49.94 40 30) melo 
20 | 286.5 | 1.6-) 1.1 Ai -4 28 59.89 | 49.94) 40 30 25 
A ip 272.9 | gee a RS A 4 73 59.88 | 49.93 | 40 30 25 
22 260.4 | Lage) 1s2 Sai. yet -3 59, 87 49.93 40 30 25 
23 | 249.1) ASS} ASA es of) $3 59.84 | 49.91] 40 30 25 
24 | 238.8 | 1.97) 1.3 .8 A) A) 59.84 49.91 40 30 25 
25 220.250 2.0) 214 rs 9 eh) «o 59.82 | 49.90} 39.95 30 25 
26 | 220.4 | 2.0 | 1.4 9 5 -3 59. 81 49.90 | 39.95 30 25 
27 21 22h) 25 deel S 9 5 -4 59.79 49.89 39.94 30 25 
28 204-6 ule2. 2a be 0.0 ats) .4 59.78 | 49.88 | 39.94 30 25 
29 197.6 | 2.3/1.6 | 1.0] .6|°.4] ° 59.77} 49.87 | 39.93] 30 25 
30 191.0 | 2.3 | 1.6 | 1.0 .6 4 59.7 49.87 39.93 30 25 
31 184.85] 204s ae 6 4 59.74 49.85 39.92 30 25 
32 WS at ENS O72 Cael ban Koger a) -6 4 59.73 4Y. 84 39.92 30 25 

= ! : 

Middle ordinates. Chords. 

De- 
gree | Radius. For chords of— For arcs of— 

curve. 

50 | 30 | 25 | 20 | 10 50 30 25 20 10 
feet.| feet.) feet.) feet.| feet.) feet. feet. feet. | feet. | feet. 

— | < = 

33 173.6 2.89) 0) 6") 024 10.3 10.1 49.83 | 30 25 20 10 
34 168.5.) DeSos.7 Pi) +3 Ai! 49.82 | 30 25 20 10 
35 163.7 | 1.9 ile as) As mul 49.81 | 30 25 20 10 
36 159.2 | 2.0 Sif a) 3 “pl 49.80 | 30 25 20 10 
37 154.9 | 2.0 ai? 25 <2 al 49.79 29.95 25 20 10 
38 150.8 | 2.1 we .5 13 al! 49.78 | 29.95 25 20 10 
39 146.9 | 2.1 8 5} Bo Bil 49.77 29.95 25 20 10 
40 143.2 | 2.2 8 Afi) 23 ok 49.75 29.94 25 20 10 
41 | 139.8 | 2.2 8 6 4 a 49.74 29.94 25 20 10 
42 136.4 | 2.3 .8 .6 .4 ei 49.73 29.94 25 20 10 
48 133534) 238 -8 6 4 aul 49.71 | 29.93} 25 20 10 
44 130.2 | 2.4 9 6 .4 Bilt 49.69 | 29.93 25 20 10 
45 I27as Ww2s4 Oe -..6: 4 aal 49.67 | 29.92 25 20 10 
46 124.6 | 2.5 9 -6 4 cil 49.65 | 20.92; 25 20 10 
47 121.9 | 2.6 9 -6 4 fil 49.63 | 29.92 24.95 20 10 
48 119.4 | 2.6 9 6 .4 ae 49.62 | 29.92 24.95 20 | 10 
49 ALSO We a7 ieTe0) ay, 4 i 49.60 29.91 24.95 20 10 
50 TTSSG AT eS Ne? 4 Af 49.59 | 29.91 24.94 20 10 
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BELGIAN TRAFFIC CENSUS REPORT 
ISSUED AFTER LONG DELAY BY WAR 

OPIES of a report issued this year by the 
Belgian Ministry of Public Works, adminis- 
tration of bridges and roads, dealing with a 

census of traffic on all the roads of the Kingdom in 
1908, have recently been received in this country. 

The preparation of the report has long been de- 
layed by the war. In fact, some of the most valuable 
records were destroyed by the Germans during the 
occupation. The figures representing the extent of 
the traffic on the various roads are now, of course, of 
little value; but the description. which accompanies 
the report, of the purpose of the census and the 
methods adopted in conducting it, will interest engi- 
neers in this country who believe that the time is ripe 
for a similar comprehensive survey of American roads. 

PURPOSES OF THE CENSUS. 

The census was conducted primarily to supply 
accurate data upon which to base a classification of 
the roads of the Kingdom. It was the intention to 
use the data to classify all roads among the three 
categories as follows: 

1. Roads of the first importance by reason of the 
intensity of their traffic, their direction, width, and 
state of improvement. 

2. Roads of much less importance in_ the above 
respects, ranking comparatively with ordinary coun- 
try roads. 

3. Roads intermediate between the preceding in 
importance. 

It was also a matter of importance to the admins- 
tration of bridges and roads to possess an authentic 
basis for a correct apportionment of appropriations 
for construction and maintenance, according to the 
importance of the several roads. 

METHODS ADOPTED FOR THE CENSUS. 

The census was taken on 24 days between March 
10 and December 18, distributed in such a way as to 
represent variations in traffic due to the seasons and 
the days of the week. In some places supplementary 
counts were made on market days and days of fairs, 
pilgrimage, noted processions, etc. The counting 
began on the regular days at 8 a. m. and ended at 
the same hour the next morning. 

The counting was intrusted to the road men (can- 
tonniers) and some of the laborers under the direction 

of the inspectors (conducteurs) of bridges and roads, 

the number and location of the stations being pre- 
viously determined by the division engineers. 

The cantonniers kept a record of every vehicle 
which passed the observation points, on a special 

tabular form, recording for each vehicle its method of 
. s . . 

propulsion, the number of wheels, the width of tires, 
the kind of cargo carried, the number of passengers, 
and the weight of the load. 

The weight of the load.was obtained at some of the 
“stations by means of platform scales, the location of 
these scales influencing the selection of the points. 
At other points, where there were no scales, the weight 
of the load was estimated by measuring the cubic con- 
tents of the load ‘and later multiplying by the unit 
weight of each commodity as taken from standard 
tables of unit weights. Frequently the weight of the 
load was found written upon the boxes or containers 
in which it was carried. This particularly was the 
case with goods being carried to or from railroad 
freight stations. 

The report states that the cantonniers found no 

difficulty in performing their work, that the public 
gave them the information desired with very good 
grace, and that no special police measures were re- 
quired, 

At the end of each day’s counting the reports of the 
cantonniers were transmitted to supervising officials, 
known as the conducteurs, who condensed the data 

and recorded in another table the total number of 
each kind of vehicle and the total weight of the loads 
passing the several points. The provincial chief en- 
gineers verified these tables and transmitted them 
to the Ministry of Public Works. 

At the central administration the results of the 
counts for the 24 days were summarized and the mean 
totals for the day and the year were determined. 

In estimating the weight of vehicles predetermined 
average weights for each class of vehicles were used 
by all officials. Thus for automobiles the weight used 
was 3,970 pounds, which was supposed to include the 
weight of three passengers. Motorcycles were as- 
sumed to weigh 198 pounds, the cyclist 154 pounds; 
consequently each motorcycle was counted as 352 
pounds. No account was taken of the weight of 
bicycles, nor of the weight of horses, or cattle as these 
were assumed to cause no appreciable wear of the 
road surface. 

On the basis of the statistical information acquired, 
two maps were prepared, the first showing by the 
width of the lines indicating the roads the total annual 
tonnage transported over each road, and the other in 
a similar manner the number of automobiles, motor- 
cycles, and bicycles passing each point on the roads 
annually. These diagram maps unfortunately dis- 
appeared during the occupation. 



RESULTS OF THE CENSUS. 

Taking into consideration with the traffic figures the 
costs of maintaining the roads, and comparing these 
figures with similar data for the year 1897, it is shown 
that the cost of maintenance has not increased pro- 
portionately to the volume and weight of traffic. 

The traffic data for the two years indicate an enor- 
mous increase in traffic in the intervening period. 
But for purposes of comparing the importance of the 
various roads the Ministry believes that the data are 
not entirely satisfactory. Thus a given road in one 
section, though very important for the neighborhood 
through which it passes, may have an average traffic 
much below that of a road serving neighborhoods of 
much less account in another section. The same road 
at various points between its extremities was found to 
present enormous variations of traffic. 

These facts confirm the necessity of considering the 
general direction and economic surroundings of the 
roads as well as the actual observed traflic for pur- 
poses Of classification. 

IMPROVEMENTS SUGGESTED BY ENGINEERS. 

As a result of the experience gained in taking this 
census the Ministry believes that future efforts should 
take into account the character and condition of the 
roads at the time the counts are made, and also the 

state of the weather. Roads in bad condition or 
temporarily blocked by construction work in progress 
may be shown to have less importance than they 
actually possess unless these facts are taken into 
account. Bad weather in one section and good 
weather in another may also influence the classifi- 
cation unfairly unless the weather conditions are 
considered. 

To reduce the expense of future counts and the 
time consumed in making them, the Ministry believes 
that the classification of different kinds of loads may 
be omitted. After all what it is important to know 
is the gross weight carried over the roads. Another 
saving might be made, in the opinion of the Ministry, 
by leaving out of the counting those roads whose 
traffic is known beforehand to be very light. Still 
another way of reducing expense would be to confine 
the counting on all’ but two or three of the days to 
the daylight hours, or possibly from 6 a. m. to 8 p. m. 
To the daytime results could be added the average 
results of the two or three night counts, and the ac- 
curacy and.utility of the combined results would not 
be materially affected. 

A NEW CONCRETE ROAD FILM. 

The motion-picture laboratory of the Department 
of Agriculture has recently completed a new motion- 
picture film of concrete road construction. 

The title of the picture is ‘‘Modern Concrete Road 
Construction.’’ The scenario was written by and 

ings, 

the photography was directed by engineers of the 
Bureau of Public Roads. The photographs were 
taken in Delaware and New Jersey, with the coopera- 
tion of the two State highway departments. 

Every process involved in the construction of a 
concrete road is shown in the film, from the heavy 
grading to the completed road. The picture opens 
with a view of an automobile stuck in the mud of an 
unimproved country road. This scene carries the 
caption ‘If your roads are like this,’’ and it is fol- 
lowed immediately by a view of a fine concrete high- 
way with the caption completing the question, “why 
not work for roads like this ?”’ 

The methods of constructing such a road are then 
shown in regular order on the screen. Methods used 
in light and heavy grading are depicted by wheel- 
scraper gangs and steam-shovel outfits served by 
motor trucks, which dash up to the shovel and are 
off to the dump in incredibly short time. Under the 
caption ‘‘Monster machines are used by modern con- 
tractors to rip up old pavements and make light cuts,” 
one scene shows an old macadam road being torn up, 

the stone screened and’ loaded into wagons by one 
modern machine. 

The picture continues with views of fine grading 
and form setting, pictures showing the quarrying of 
rock for aggregate and the means of handling mate-_ 
rial at the freight siding, and the conveyance from 
storage bins to the roadside by industrial railway. 

At the site of the work the bodies of the industrial 
railway cars are lifted from the trucks and the. con- 
tents dumped into the mixer, and the picture then 
shows the details of the various processes of deposit- 
ing and finishing the road, including hand striking, 
tamping, rolling, and belting; and by way of contrast, 
another scene shows a mechanical tamper in operation. 

After showing the methods of curing and the trim- 
ming of shoulders, several views of completed road 
are flashed upon the screen, and the picture closes 
with a thrilling race between a Pennsylvania Rail- 
road train and a motor truck on a concrete highway. 

The picture will be loaned to interested persons 
who make application for use at ‘‘good roads meet- 

” schools, colleges, and meetings of engineers. 

——BUY W. S. S.—— 

The sailors on the 25 vessels of the United States 
Navy now stationed at the Portsmouth (N. H.) Navy. 

Yard, are the busy little savers. They have discovered 
that if they put their spare change into war savings 
stamps and thrift stamps, they can cease to worry 
about the safety of their coin. If the stamps are 
registered they are proof against loss, fire, or destruc- 
tion. If the gob is transferred suddenly, he does not 
have to worry about transferring his account from one 
bank to another, for he can either buy or redeem his 
stamps at any postoflice. 

Sie RUN Wo eB 



CONCRETE ROAD SLABS UNDAMAGED 
BY WASHOUT OF SANDY: SUBGRADE 

REPORT received at 
the Bureau of Public 
Roads recently con- 

tains an interesting description 
of damage done by high water 
to the sand shoulders of a sec- 
tion of concrete on the Camino 
Real near Las Cruces, N. Mex. 
More interesting than the dam- 
age itself is the description 
of the methods which were 
adopted by the district engi- 
neer for the State highway de- 
partment, which resulted in 
saving the road from very seri- 
ous damage. 

The road is a Federal-aid 
project, known as New Mexico 
No. 15. The project begins 
1 mile south of Mesquite and runs northward 11.68 
miles to Las Cruces. The concrete surface is 16 feet 
wide and has an average depth of 6 inches; the cost 
of construction is estimated at slightly less than 
$30,000 a mile. 

The soil which forms the subgrade and the shoulders 
is generally sandy, and in many places the shoulders 
are of soft blow sand which will not pack. This con- 
dition had previously given trouble to automobilists 
using the road. The loose sand is too soft to hold the 

THE WASHED-OUT SUBGRADE. 

weight of an automobile, and if a car, driven at high 
speed, is turned off the surfaced section there is apt 
to be trouble. In one stretch a half mile in length 
seven such accidents are known to have occurred since 
the opening of the road. 

THE SLABS WERE JACKED UP AND CRIBBED IN PLACE AND WET SAND WAS RAMMED 

ON ACCOUNT OF THE HIGH SHOULDERS, WATER FLOW.ED ALONG THE CONCRETE UNTIL A 

SUFFICIENT AMOUNT COLLECTED’ TO OVERFLOW INTO THE SIDE DITCHES. 

The washouts which occurred in these sandy shoul- 
ders as a result of the heavy storm which came during 
August were not entirely unanticipated. The Bureau 
of Public Roads had called attention to the probability 
that such damage would be inflicted by heavy rains 
nearly a month before. But it is doubtful whether 
the injury could have been avoided entirely by any 
amount of foresight. 

The most serious damage was done by the unusually 
large volume of water which reached the sandy side 

ditches. The water completely 
demolished the shoulders in 
many places and undercut the 

surface to a maximum depth 
of 11 feet. The origin of the 

heavy flow of water is not defi- 
nitely known at thistime. An 

investigation is being made to 
discover the cause of it, but ap- 
parently it did not result from 
the drainage of the road alone, 

and it is probable that future 
damage from thesamecausecan 
only be averted by a purchase 
of rights of way and an alter- 
ation of natural water-courses 
several miles from the project. 

In part, however, the dam- 

age was due to the fact that 
the shoulders had not been trimmed, and that the 
water which drained from the road itself could not 
reach the ditehes directly, but was forced by the high 
shoulders to run along the edge of the concrete until 

INTO 

(Concluded on page 25.] 
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9,630 MILES OF MARKED TRAILS 
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TO BE BUILT WITH FEDERAL AID 
P TO September 30, 1920, Federal aid had been 

approved for the construction of 855 projects, 
which form links in one or the other of the 24 

marked trails which have been laid out by: private 

associations to cross. the country from East to West 

and North to South. 
The mileage which will be constructed with Federal 

aid on each of the several trails is shown in the follow- 

ing table: 

MILEAGE OF APPROVED FEDERAL AID PROJECTS ON VARIOUS 

NATIONAL TRAILS AS OF SEPT. 30, 1920. 
; Length Federal 

aid approved 
; projects miles. 

Dixie Mighway cece «22 2c 02 te aoe oe cele oe = eee ale een ote afer 895 

O7arks Drails2 poser eee eae eee eee ee OT ere ela = ete haa Popes ee 294 

Yellowstone Lrailisc-n ste cece = Se eaee ates om oe ea te eee 455 

Meer iebtgn EU on wo yocractes ncaa atu sce rere erate mae tele aes ae eat oy en 677 

Bankneaderishwayeenn. sas seeenee cee ete eae eae ean are RES aoe cee 963 

National Old) Trails. 2e eee ee ant eer tess o eee as et ete ote aves SBI rea ey 826 

King of Tralsy. jeoks ct < ances Shad ee ie ee et Sak ere 474 
NationaliParks Highway <= fe" 2-ecese feeiae se ee oe ten ry eee ees 647 

Theo. Jvoosevelt International HoghWaye 2 eres ster eee telce ere 425 

ViStOHSOM tl Ee Ih WE y= = cle sae eee mat ee ote ee De Os eee Se Re eae 604 

LincolnvHigh way: 72 it sae ne esse e oes ea eee a ta ene ee aye Ne 766 

OldjSpanish Dall. oe seees ee ANS ee eee A FO a ID See 516 
Mississippi Valley Highway-.....--------.:.------ Been ASAE santo ie OE: te 237 

Dixie‘@verland Hugh ways 22: sens cr eee ck eye” pee eee esi oe 259 

Jackson Bich wa veces see ae a a eee ce ere er aly one ee 161 

Pacthe Hibiiweaye os. sa: cs eee sot ck seca s eae ee Stee an cia ene ian eer as Rede ee 183 

Roosevelt National Highway ---.-.--.-.---- saphGetee Ones ba at oes eueeens 314 

Colorado to'Guilt. os oenwe a on ee nee oe era ee ee ae 22 
Pikes *Péak Ocean to OCean ass aeccee pate te See ee reine eee 319 

VAG Phalateteb td NA aed Sober: Saat os ago sae Osage: sete Sah Naar 140 

Miscellaneous ass. pc2c tees ose a seek Per eee cS eRe DS Ssh EP stip ‘ 452 

6 M09: es eh Se eS See te I a SESE a resto oa ae 9, 630 

The extent to which Federal aid has been applied 
to the trails varies in the different States. Quite 
naturally the Western States are using much more of 
their Federal apportionments in developing roads of 
ihis character than the Eastern States. This is due 
to the fact that the routes in the Hastern States had 
already been improved to a large extent before the 
roads were selected by the pathfinders. This was not 
true in the West, where long stretches of the selected 
roads were still in an unimproved condition when 
they were designated. 

Nevada leads in its use of Federal funds on roads of 
this character. Eighty-three per cent of its entire 
mileage of approved Federal-aid roads lies on one or 
the other of the trails which cross the States. On 
these roads Nevada will spend 90 per cent of the 
Federal money which has been granted to her. 

Indiana is a close second, with 80 per cent of its 
entire Federal-aid mileage and 83 per cent of its 
money aid applied to the construction of the trails; 
and Oklahoma, with 76 per cent of its mileage and 81 

per cent of its Federal funds, is not far behind. 

Florida takes the lead in the percentage of its funds 
which will be used for trail building, with 94 per cent 
of its Federal allotments so applied; but this amount 
will be spent for only 56 per cent of the mileage which 
has been approved in the State. 

In addition to the above, the States of Illinois, 
Kansas, Montana, New Mexico, Utah, and Washing- 

ton are each using 50 per cent or more of their Federal 
money for the upbuilding of the trails. 

The average expenditure on these roads of 35 per 
cent of the Federal money allotted to all the States 
would be greatly increased by the exclusion of such 
States as Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachu- 
setts, New Hampshire, Vermont, and West Virginia, 
which are either not traversed by any of the trails or 
have a very limited mileage within their borders. It 
would be further increased by eliminating such States 
as New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania, in 
which the selected- routes have been improved in 
large measure by the States. 

In presenting this analysis it is recognized that the 
system of trails does not constitute an entirely satis- 
factory system of transcontinental roads. Their 
selection in many cases has been influenced by such 
factors as preexisting improvement, promises of im- 
provement by local communities in return for the 
designation of the route through the community, and 
pressure of selfish influences leading to the diversion 
of the route from the ideal location. In general, also, 

too much weight has been given to the desirability of 
touching points of historic and scenic interest. The. 
Bureau of Public Roads believes that there are many 
sections of Federal-aid roads which do not fall on any 
of the designated trails which will serve to better ad- 
vantage as sections of a truly national system of 
roads than the parallel sections of the trails. 

In cooperation with the advisory committee of State 
highway officials the bureau is perfecting plans for a 
classification of the highways of the country through 
the coordinate efforts of the several States and the 
Federal Government. This classification, when it is 
completed, will rate the millions of miles of roads in 
the country, for the first time, in the order of their 
importance, from the national, State, and local stand- 
points. It is the intention of the departments that it 
will serve as the basis of all future construction; and it 
will greatly simplify operations under the Federal-aid 
act in that, for the first time, it will present a reliable 
measure of the relative importance of the roads of the 
country. 
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THE EFFECT OF ALKALI UPON CONCRETE 
By S. H. McCRORY, Chief of Drainage. Investigations, Bureau of Public Roads. 

HE attention of engineers has been drawn re- 
ently to a number of cases in which concrete 

structures have partially or totally failed, due 
to the action of alkali upon the concrete. The extent 
and severity of this action has caused considerable 
coneern among engineers intrusted with the design or 
construction of concrete structures in regions where 

the soils and ground waters are alkaline. Such con- 
ditions generally are found in the arid and semiarid 

regions of the United States. Recently, however, a 
number of failures of concrete drain tile exposed to 
the action of alkaline soils and ground waters have 
occurred in the southwestern part of Minnesota. The 
mean annual rainfall in this region varies from 25 to 
30 inches per annum and yet strong concentrations of 
alkalies are found. 

The alkalis present in the soils are the salts of 
various metals. The more common are sodium chlo- 
ride (NaCl), sodium sulphate (Na,SO,), magnesium 

sulphate (MgSO,), calcium sulphate (CaSO,), calcium 

carbonate (CaCO,), and calcium bicarbonate (CaHCO,) 
Other salts are also frequently present. Typical 
analyses of alkalis from the surface of the ground in 
various locations are shown in Table No. 1, which is 
taken from Technological Paper No. 95, Bureau of 
Standards. 

TaBLe No. 1.—Typical analyses of alkalis from various localities. 

Composition of soluble solids in per cent. 

Location. aati aa eta ik A 

Na K. | Ca. | Mg Cl. S04 

Bos) om Sebi alt eal ere 3 
Garin Wy6)..23118 SA ss 30.8| 0.5| 0.6| 0.1)|Trace.| 68.0 
OTe NAWs) MONT. seer enaeciee as nt | 26.2 | ete Onlieke Le Luar Led 69. 1 
Sunnyside, Washs.is622.-2 <2. 25: Sis ae 62as2 -2 | a6) 6 0.0 64.7 
POGIND NTI s soe nsec. nas Sea RES | 24.7 | Chat er. SS ee 52.6 15.1 
TOSWOll; Nie M@k. oct a-e tees sce | 10.8 2.3} 16.8) 4.9) 22.0 43,2 
IMOGRUOSO, OOl0 20s. 8 5 = ee Seok see ee ig ee ae eee Hetzel | 26.7 |Trace.| 61.8 
Grand Junction, Colo.........-...-.-. PY 2S, dite aes kee | Wi 6.6 | 17.0} 47.5 
Huntington, Utah...........-..--.--- | 27.6) .6 | 2.4 | 2.5) .1) 66.8 

| i | 

In Table No. 2 are presented a number of analyses 
of drain and soil water from various locations: 

TABLE No. 2.—Analyses of drain and soil water from various localities 7] 

Per Percentage reacting values. 

cent 
Be soluble | 

Location. Solids 

{ini Na. | Ca. | Mg. } Cl. | SO«: | COs. | NO3. | HCOs. 
water. | | 

Garland, Wyo...-. Q33. 1932. OM I0 33. eee Tones ies ie 4 066lt OL Dele bee a 
Horebhaw. Mont...) «20 |.30;6'| 6.6 | 12.8 ¢9 1,6 | o4e2y 424 So eee 
Sunnyside, Wash. .|). :40:4°24:7, :14.0:) 11.3] ) 6.0 1) 88.1). © 8.8. cscceclee. cn. 
Une, ATIZ,..s0-.-- AL | 28.5 16.3 | 10.2') 15.4 |y 12.9) 21.7). 22. 
Roswell, N. Mex.... -46 | 23.9 | 19.4] 6.7 |27.1 20 Ont, oe 2, Or eae ae. oa Sk 
Montrose, Colo. .... “)0 | 9.27115. 8°) 25.0 Pik ee P HOM clalits Sr, | pee 2] Wa = a 
Grand Junction, | | | 
RIG Neiecis cam cee | .85 | 25.9 | 10.1 14,0) 17.7) 28,7) 1.9 dat Ml i ee 

Buntineton,Utahl.<905.30: | 18.3 | 20.15) LG} BiSs| «40.8 ul AT |e lewcs see 
Lyon County, Minn.| .28| 3.5 | 22.2 | 24.3 Sante ca eo AVA ae a ea 1.9 
Lyon County, Minn.!| 3.06 25.9 | 86/155) T.) 495 Stee Dy: é 

| | | | 

1 Soil water. 

ake 1.—TWENTY-FOUR 

' ALMOST COMPLETELY DISINTEGRATED. 

INCHES CONCRETE MIKES. WaslliC rps EAS 

ALS ST be Ee aWAS 

PEACED AL-sUCKHOA~ DEPTH THAT Il “WAS “NEVER SUB= 

JECTED TO FREEZING AND THAWING. 

In both tables the SO, content is high for all local- 
ities except Yuma and Roswell. The alkali at Ros- 
well, though low in SQ,, nevertheless causes serious 
injury to concrete that is exposed to it. . It will be 
noted in these tables that usually some one of the con- 
stituents will predominate in a given section. Along 
the-seacoast the predominating salt is usually sodium 
Chloride (NaCl) or common salt, while in the Great 

Plains regions the sulphate type predominates. 

THE ACTION OF THE ALKALI. 

When concrete is exposed to the action of solu- 
tions of these salts the lime of the cement combines 
with the salts to form other compounds. The chem- 
ical action is accompanied by a change in the physical 
condition of the concrete. ‘The first indication of the 
action of the alkali that can be noted is the presence 
of minute crystals of various salts in the concrete. 
These can be detected if fresh fractures are examined. 
As the action progresses a chalky band forms in the 
concrete near the surface which is in contact with the 
soil. In drain tile this band- usually forms at first 
about three-eighths of an inch beneath the outer sur- 
face. As the action progresses the band widens and 
assumes a white chalky appearance, much like lime 



FIG. 2.—CONCRETE BLOCK 1-24-5 CONCRETE THAT HAS BEEN 

EXPOSED TO THE ACTION OF STRONG ALKALINE WATER 

FOR ABOUT 4 YEARS, , 

mortar. <As this chalky band widens, swelling and 
cracking of the concrete becomes apparent. One of 
the illustrations shows a 24-inch concrete tile which 
had been placed in an 11-foot cut and exposed for 
about four years to the action of soil water containing 
2.22 per cent of alkali, of which 49 per cent was SQ,. 
The swelling and cracking is very noticeable in this 
instance. The other picture illustrates the typical 
action of alkali upon mass concrete, in this instance 
a concrete block which had been exposed to the ac- 
tion of the weather and alkalis for about four years. 

Most concrete structures are alternately dry and 
wet. The alternate drying and wetting has a ten- 
dency to impair the concrete. When salts are pres- 
ent this deterioration is intensified, due to their 

crystallizing in the concrete when it dries. In most 
localities there is added to this action the disrupting 
effect caused by alternate freezing and thawing of 
the moisture in the concrete. While the effect of 
each of these factors on the concrete may be rela- 
tively very small, they combine to make the concrete 
more porous and thus to admit more readily the salt- 
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bearing’ solutions to intimate contact with the cement- 
ing material. Some experimentors have thought 
that the disintegration of concrete was caused by the 
formation of substances having a large molecular 
volume and that this occurs when the sulphate salts 
of magnesium and sodium are present. The chemical 
reactions which take place are not fully understood, 
but it seems that failure is due to chemical rather than 
physical action. 
A number of samples of concrete that have been 

subjected to the action of strong solutions of sulphates 
have been examined, and in each case it is found that 
a considerable amount of the cement has been re- 
moved. Microscopic examinations indicate that the 
cementing material has been replaced by other com- 
pounds of little cementing value, such as gypsum and 
the carbonates of lime and magnesia. 

NO PROOF AGAINST ALKALI FOUND. 

Many investigators have tried to find a method of 
making concrete that would be proof against the ac- 
tion of salts, but so far none has been successful. It 
has been shown, however, that the more impermeable 

the concrete, the more strongly resistant it is to the 
action of the salts. The strength of concrete does 
not seem to have a definite relation to the action of 
salts upon it as frequently, in testing concrete tile, 
specimens are found in which the concrete is seriously 
disintegrated but which shows little loss of strength 
when tested. In general, it may be said that all 
available data indicate that in sulphate waters the 
extent and rapidity of failure depend upon the con- 
centration of the salts in the soil and soil water to 
which the concrete is exposed. Concentrations may 
occur which will cause the disintegration of the most 
impermeable concrete that can be made by methods 
now employed. Various experiments and investiga- 
tions indicate however, that when exposed to solu- 
tions of equal strength the richest mix will prove 
most resistant. Concretes with high absorbtion are 
especially susceptible to attack. 

TO SECURE MOST IMPERMEABLE CONCRETE. 

If it is known that concrete is to be exposed to the 
action of alkalis, great care should be used in grading 
the materials so as to secure the densest and most im- 
permeable concrete possible. If a choice is possible, the 
sand and coarse aggregate should be of such a charac- 
ter that they will not be affected by the action of the . 
salts. Limestones, dolomites, and sandstones should 
be avoided. In placing the concrete great care should 
be exercised to secure the best possible workmanship. 
The concrete, after being placed in the forms, should 
be well spaded and tamped, and extra precautions 
should be taken to prevent the formation of a porous 
layer at the close of each day’s work. ‘The foundation 
should, if possible, be thoroughly drained either by 
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open ditches or underdrains. If this can not be done, 
it might be helpful to make the back fill next to the 
concrete of coarse gravel so that when the water 
table drops, capillary action will not bring moisture 
to the concrete through the soil. When it is neces- 
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sary to use sand, gravel, or other aggregates that are | 
known to cantain alkali salts in considerable amounts, 
they should be thoroughly washed before they are 
placed in the concrete, even if alkaline water has to be 
used. 

Various preparations have been used in an attempt 
to make concrete impervious to moisture. Cement 
grout, tar coating, ferrous sulphate, and various 
waterproofing paints have been tried, but so far none 
of these seems to have been successful. Any value 
they have is of a temporary character. The use of 
intregal waterproofing compounds or hydrated lime 
might be of value in securing a more impermeable 
concrete. 

_ Where high concentrations of salts are known to 
exist, the importance of careful grading and rich 
mixture, so as to secure the densest and most imper- 
meable concrete possible, can not be overestimated. 
Under such conditions cement, sand, aggregate, and 
mixing water should be the best obtainable. The 
fabrication of the concrete should be done by experi- 
enced workmen, and when it is placed in the forms it 
should be done in such manner that the structure 
will be truly monolithic. The foundation should be 
provided with the best drainage obtainable. If these 
precautions are followed structures can be built which 
will be strongly resistant to the action of alkali. There 
is no assurance, however, that concrete of even the 
highest impermeability that can be obtained under 
present methods of manufacture will withstand the 
stronger concentrations of alkali of the sulphate type. 

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF STATE HIGHWAY 
OFFICIALS TO MEET AT WASHINGTON 

The annual meeting of the American Association 
of State Highway officials will be held this year at 
Washington, D. C., from the 13th to the 16th of 
December, inclusive. The headquarters will be at 
the Washington Hotel, at which the general meetings 
will be held. As the hotel is only one block from the 
Bureau of Public Roads, the bureau’s building will be 
conveniently situated for committee meetings. 

At the time this goes to press the program has not 
been definitely arranged. One of the subjects which 
is certain to be included, and which is expected to 
develop a lively discussion, is the problem of rail 
transportation. This question will be discussed from 
both viewpoints, those of the States and the rail- 
roads, with Mr. Daniel Willard, president of the 
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, speaking for the railroads. 

Among the other important topics which will prob- 
ably be discussed are: 

Load limitations for primary and secondary high- 
ways. ‘\ . 

Failures of highways and the reasons therefor. [4 
The treatment of subgrades and foundations. 
The relative service value of different’ types of 

pavements. 
State operation of cement plants. 

One afternoon will be devoted to a visit to the 
experimental laboratory of the Bureau of Public 
Roads, at Arlington, Va., where the visitors will be 

given an opportunity to inspect the important impact, 
wear, and subgrade tests which are being conducted 
by the bureau. 

As an additional attraction the bureau will provide 
transportation to enable the visitors to inspect the 
experimental roads which have been constructed in 
the vicinity of the city. 

CONCRETE ROAD SLABS UNDAMAGED 

BY WASHOUT OF SANDY SUBGRADE 

[Concluded from page 21.] 

a sufficient amount had collected to overflow into the 
ditches. Deep cuts, in the fills particularly, were due 
to this cause. 

Before the traffic could be stopped some of the slabs 
had settled, and the loss of large sections of the surface 
was narrowly averted. The prompt and intelligent 
action of the State’s district engineer prevented the 
collapse of large sections of the ‘pavement; but the 
fact that not a single crack or flaw developed in any 
slab is a tribute to the excellent workmanship and 
material employed in the construction of the road. 

Until the damage could bé repaired the washed 
shoulders were covered with brush to prevent further 
erosion in the event of another storm, and as rapidly 
as possible the undercut gaps in the subgrade were 
refilled and consolidated. Where it was found that 
the slabs had sagged out of line wooden stringers were 
placed under them near the outer edge, and the con- 
crete was raised to the proper grade by means of hand 
jacks bearing on the stringers. 

Once the slabs were raised into true position crib- 
bing was placed under the stringers and the jacks 
were removed. Thesand was then replaced under the 
slabs, previously wetting it to make it possible to con- 
solidate it. The consolidation was effected by means 
of a heavy ram, shown in one of the illustrations, which 
was suspended from a tripod and operated by three 
or four men. 

The shoulders when repaired were not solid enough 
to support traffic, and posts were set, therefore, along 
the edge of the concrete to prevent their use, but the 
concrete surface was opened to traffic at once and is 
carrying the weight of vehicles without sign of failure. 
The results of the treatment appear to be excellent in 
every respect, and no settling is anticipated. 



OUTLINEROF TEE HIE a @eias 
COVERED BY HIGHWAY RESEARCH 

By A. N. JOHNSON, Dean of College of Engineering, University of Maryland. 
\ 

HE need for highway research is becoming more 
and more apparent as our highway program 
develops. At the recent convention of land- 

grant colleges held at Springfield, Mass., the subject 
of highway research was discussed by Mr. Thomas H. 
MacDonald, Chief of the United States Bureau of Public 
Roads, who pointed out that one of the largest fields 
in engineering endeavor during the next 25 years 
will be the development of our highways and highway 
transportation. We can not too soon begin these in- 
vestigations, the results of which should be at hand 
if economical and scientific progress is to be insured 
and the largest return made to the public, which has 
provided so abundantly the funds for this great 
undertaking. In the discussions before various en- 
gineering and technical bodies the lack of needful 
data by which intelligently to plan and build our 
highways has repeatedly been remarked. 

It is unnecessary to develop further the argument 
for the need of highway research. Time and space 
will be more profitably employed in the discussion 
of highway research itself. It seems proper, therefore, 
at first to present a general outline of the field to be 
covered, as a survey of this field should prove helpful. 
An attempt has therefore been made to present such 
an outline, which was prepared in September, at the 
suggestion of Mr. MacDonald, by Charles J. Tilden, 
professor of engineering mechanics at Yale University, 
A. 'T. Goldbeck, testing engineer of the United States 
Bureau of Roads, and the writer. 

The arrangement, as well as the subjects themselves, 
as here presented for investigation, should be con- 
sidered more as a general view of the field, rather 

than a work program. Three general divisions have 
been named: (1) Investigations affecting road con- 
struction and maintenance or road design; (2) investi- 
gations affecting the economics of road operation or 
the use of the road; (3) investigations affecting the 
economic value of highways to a community. 

Under each of these headings are listed the principal 
factors involved. In turn, a number of subjects have 
been named as suggestive of those to be included 
under the various factor headings. 

As various work programs are developed and data 
accumulated a comprehensive outline becomes useful 
as a guide to disclose whether the work programs are 
balanced, and if not, to point to those subjects about 
which more information should be gathered. 

The data that may be developed by a given work 
program, it is evident, may be useful from a number 
of viewpoints. Thus a traffic study may furnish not 
only information as to the weights or loads for which 
to design our highways, it may serve also as an index 
of the economic value of the roads, and it may also 
be taken as a basis from which to determine operation 
costs. In fact, it may be remarked that traffic data 
underlie much of the information needed to plan and 
expend wisely for highway improvements. 

Little further explanation of the analysis of the 
highway research field here presented is thought 
necessary other than to point out that it is to be 
regarded as tentative. As more study is given to the 
subject it doubtless will be possible in the near future 
to present a considerably more detailed outline 
which will be of greater assistance in outlining work 
programs. 

A TENTATIVE OUTLINE FOR A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM OF INVESTIGATION OF PROBLEMS RELATING TO 

THE DESIGN, OPERATION, AND ECONOMIC VALUE OF HIGHWAYS. 

Investigations of the effect on road construction and Investigations of the effect on thcfeconomics of road opera- _ Investigations of the effect on the economic value of high- 
maintenance of: tion of: toays toa community of: 

1. Physical geographic conditions— ~ 1. Road planning— 1. ase Pe caer Ne 
gs hey Financing. Geographical— 
Topography. Environment— Relation to environment. 
Geology. Farms. |} Seasonal— 

a" Mines. Time of year. 
2, Subgrade— Timber lands. Daily— 

Dee: + Roadside treatment. 

eee EARiouatone ted 2. Grade. 
Bots & e vezetation, trees, ebe 3. Surface. 

Bh acre te a 4, Alignment. 
Bridges, culverts, etc. 5 Teahic movement. 

5. Type of pavement— : 
‘ Regulations. 

Materials. ‘ 
; A roe Grade separations. 
Construction methods. ; 

: : : 6. Highway transport— 
6. Loads imposed by traffiic— ehicles— 

Total weight of vehicle. Weights. ; 

Distribution of weight— Number of units. 
On wheels. Routing. 

Terminals. 
Sprung and unsprung. Financing. 

Tires. 7. Franchises— 
Speed. Street railways— ; 
Wear Motor, freight and bus lines. 

- iy Pipe lines. 
7. Density of traffiic— Conduits. 

Character of soil. 

Moisture. 

Preparation. 

Shoulders— 

Width of pavement. 

Manufacturing centers. 

Other transportation systems— 
Railways. 
Ocean, rivers, canals. 
Airplane terminals. 

Telegraph and telephone. 

Day of week and month. 
Hourly— 

Hourly variation. 

Character of traffic— 
Horse drawn. 

Passenger Ati = 2 a eieieies 

Freight. . Horse drawn. 

Weights per ve- 
hicle; per whee}; 
perinchoftread. FUMotorne: stuns 

Relation to other transportation systems— 
Rail. 
Water. 
Air. 

2. Highway costs— 
Construction costs. 
Maintenance costs. 
Operation costs. 

Methods— 
Direct taxation. 
Bond issues. 
Vehicle taxes and licenses. 
Tolls. 

Distribution of cost— 
To Federal Government— 

State. 
County. 
Local subdivisions. 
Property owner. 

3. Financing highway improvements— 



MODIFIED TNT AS A BLASTING EXPLOSIVE 
By CHARLES E. MUNROE, Chief Explosives Chemist, and SPENCER P. HOWELL, Explosives Engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines. 

MONG the surplus explosives left on hand with 
the War Department was a quantity of that 
styled Trojan grenade powder, which was espe- 

cially designed during the war for use as a bursting 
charge in grenades and for which naturally there would 
be very little military use in time of peace. With a 
view to its disposal through use in civil projects a quan- 
tity was sent to the Bureau of Mines explosives experi- 
ment station, where analysis showed that its character- 
istic explosive ingredient was nitrostarch and that the 
powder had the following composition: 

» TROJAN GRENADE POWDER. 

Per cent. 
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Trojan grenade powder appears as a dark-gray 
granular substance, part of which is slightly pulver- 
ulent. The granules are fairly hard. The explosive 
is not at all dusty, and has the consistency of granu- 
lated sugar. 

NITROSTARCH. 

Nitrostarch is a substance produced by treating 
starch with nitric and sulphuric acids and in appear- 
ance it looks very little different from powdered starch. 
It resembles nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin in its con- 
stitution and explosive properties and has been known 
longer than either, inasmuch as it was prepared by 
Braconnet in 1833. Nitrostarch explosives have in 
recent years been developed for industrial use in this 
country; they were used to a certain extent in blast- 
ing in the Canal Zone, yet as this grenade powder was 
a special composition it seemed desirable that a com- 
plete series of tests should be run upon it. This was 
done, and the results are reported in the following 
table in comparison with those previously obtained in 
testing ammonia dynamite. 

Mr. J. EK. Crawshaw (explosives testing engineer, 
United States Bureau of Mines) in reporting these 
results says: 

“Tt will be noted that the physical characteristics 
of these two explosives are almost the same. Accord- 
ingly, Trojan grenade powder would be specially suited 
for the type of work for which 40 per cent ammonia 
dynamite is now used, i. e., quarrying and tunneling 
in moderately hard rock, road building, excavations, 
and stump blasting. 

“Particular attention is called to the hygroscopic 
properties of this explosive. As Trojan grenade pow- 

der shows a very marked tendency to absorb moisture, 
it can only be used in dry work, stored in dry places, 
and used in dry weather. All boxes of this explosive 
received at the Pittsburg Experiment Station of the 
Bureau of Mines showed evidence of moisture absorp- 
tion, and two of the boxes to such an extent that the 
contents had to be destroyed shortly after their re- 
ceipt. Itis very probable that on examination of this 
material in storage, many other boxes wll be found in 
very poor condition. 

Results of tests of Trojan grenade powder and ammonia dynamite. 
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“The products of combustion of this explosive are 
such that it can be used in places with poor ventila- 
tion without danger, as there is only a trace of poi- 
sonous gases (CO) present.” 

Mr. John S. Swenehart, who has been conducting 
field tests on behalf of the college of agriculture of the 
University of Wisconsin, reports: 

“While we have not completed all our tests on 
Trojan grenade powder for land clearing, we have gone 
far enough so that we know it is entirely usable for 
this work. While it seems somewhat quicker than 
we think should be used for stumping purposes, yet 
it can be salvaged to good advantage. The moisture 
which is encountered in our operations does not offer 
any difficulty after the material is properly cartridged. 
A No. 8 cap seems to be necessary for complete deto- 
nation, and this cap successfully and_ effectively 
detonated grenade powder where we added 2 per cent 
water to the material. The fumes from the powder 
are not very heavy. They disappear quickly and, so 
far as we can determine, have no effect on the user 
under any conditions. In strength, the material is at 
least equivalent to ordinary dynamites.”’ 

On the receipt of Mr. Crawshaw’s report, Trojan 
grenade powder was allotted, under the law for public 
use, 600,000 pounds, stored at the general ordnance 
depot, United States Army, Charleston, S. C., being 
allotted to the Bureau of Public Roads, but as the 

transfer was being effected it was reported that this 
powder had so deteriorated in storage as to be unserv- 
iceable. Mr. J. E. Tiffany (assistant explosives engi- 
neer, United States Bureau of Mines) was at once 

dispatched to inspect, and from his report it is learned 
the explosive was packed as follows. 



PACKING. 

Fifteen pounds of the explosive were inclosed in a 
manila paper bag, which was then inclosed in a second 
paper bag, and tied withastring. Four such packages 
were placed in a box, 18 by 10 by 9 inches, made of 
s-inch white pine, and of lock-cornered construction, 

the box being lined with paraffined paper so folded 
that it covered the bottom, sides, and top. 

DELIQUESCENCE. 

Inspection revealed that owing to the fact that this 
Trojan grenade powder contains about 7.1 per cent of 
easily soluble salts, it had absorbed sufficient moisture 
to deliquesce, and that the liquid formed had run to the 
bottom of the boxes, in many cases leaking out so as 
to saturate the exterior of the boxes and the wooden 
floor where they were stacked. 

SENSITIVENESS. 

Samples of Trojan grenade powder taken from sey- 
eral different boxes were made into cartridges and tested 
by the ‘‘Explosion by influence” test, using No, 8 
detonators, and found to be too insensitive for use. 

ADMIXTURE WITH TNT. 

As a packing plant for cartridging surplus TNT for 
the Bureau of Public Roads was operating near by, it 
was suggested to try mixing this deteriorated Trojan 
grenade powder with the dry TNT, which was done, 
and on testing the product it was found that car- 
tridges of the mixture containing up to 50 per cent of 
Trojan grenade powder were sufficiently sensitive and 
gave craters which were, if anything, larger in extent 
than those produced by TNT alone, It was also noted 
that the smoke from the mixture was nearly white 
and the report quite sharp. Furthermore, the mix- 
ture was more easily and readily packed in the car- 
tridge cases than the TNT alone, because the latter 
is rather dusty. The moist Trojan grenade powder 
holds down this dust, and the mixture is a freer run- 

ning powder than the TNT itself. Not only is the 
packing facilitated but the menace to the health of 
the packers from the existence of the dust is reduced 

MODIFIED TNT. 

The product formed by mixing TNT with Trojan 
grenade powder is styled modified TNT. As a result 
of such admixture there can be used to advantage in 
civil and industrial operations an explosive which 
otherwise would be more than a total loss, for it 

would have to be destroyed at considerable expense 
and always with the danger attendant on the destruc- 
tion of explosives. Modified TNT, when composed of 
approximately equal proportions of TNT, grade III 
and Trojan grenade powder, appears as a gray granular 
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substance, with occasional yellow specks. Some por- 
tions are pulverulent with fairly hard granules. The 
explosive is not at all dusty. When packed in par- 
affined paper shells, the cartridges are firm and the 
explosive as a whole is moderately cohesive. A 
cartridge 14 by 8 inches has an apparent specific 
eravity of 1.15. While for large projects the powder 
may be used in loose form in its containers, it is ad- 
vised that the powder as a rule be packed in paper 
cartridge cases which aré subsequently well paraffined. 
Modified TNT should be fired as TNT is, and with the 
same grade detonator. 

KEEPING QUALITIES OF MODIFIED TNT. 

As modified TNT contains notable amounts of the 
hygroscopic salts, sodium nitrate and ammonium 
nitrate, it will always show a tendency to absorb water 
from the atmosphere When these salts are present in 
explosive mixtures, such mixtures as a rule show a 
tendency to ‘‘cake’’ and the cartridges becomes hard 
or rigid. Because of this loss of plasticity by the 
cartridge, it becomes more difficult to puncture the 
cartridge in order to provide a hole for the insertion 
of the detonator in it; it requires more force to so tamp 
the cartridge as to drive it past irregularities in a bore 
hole and make it fit the cavity; and as a rule, as the 
cartridge becomes rigid, it becomes less sensitive to 
detonation. 

On May 8 and 9, 1920, Mr. Tiffany supervised the 
packing at Charleston of 20 cartridges containing a 
mixture of approximately 50 per cent of fairly wet 
Trojan grenade powder and 50 per cent of grade III 
TNT of Hercules manufacture. These cartridges were 
sent to the Pittsburgh testing station where on June 
7, 1920, Mr. J. A. Farr observed, in taking off the 

wrapper, that it required considerable force to break 
a cartridge in two with his hands. 

Mr. Tiffany, in following up this observation on 
July 12, found that while, in the tests at Charleston, 

cartridges of modified TNT were as easily punctured 
for the reception of the detonator as those of 40 per 
cent straight nitroglycerin dynamite were, on July 12 
it was more difficult to effect this puncture, although 
then it could be done without undue effort. <A repe- 
tition of the ‘‘Explosion by influence” test showed 
that the sensitiveness of these cartridges to detona- 
tion had not materially decreased. 

USE OF MODIFIED TNT. 

Since, as was to be expected, modified TNT car- 

tridges possess a tendency to absorb moisture from 
humid atmosphere and as they have shown a ten- 
dency to harden, it is advised that they be used as 
promptly as feasible after receipt. 
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QUOT R Eat late se 9 ee te ieee ae 28.2 42100) | ieee ic (eee See ee en ee ee PS | | Sept. 2 
UNV CGA E Kaas: Sar Re OE ee ee Be A= 2351 Nae AO ea an ie oti Sate ae Sept. 4 
TUES ae UaCNOL ens s otee «og Sei Bei ye te Se 9, 890 |..... (a Keg th hee te oy aa eee Sheek Sept. 28 
127:| Lincoln sate oe. enone 2 epee) ee 3°S80 NERA G-Olay Ace OM ao Se eee I: 2k | Sept. 4 
20; REramt ton. and.Golim bis cue: eee beelcn ee eee s BridGOsc ee. cere a8 pote BES Sept. 28 

1602 NGwinnotoceeedsas 222. cn ase eee See 47.900! |i MaCacann see me. =< OF tee eee Ob» lee 7QObeeer 
LOSI MGI Utena 25ers he eS ae 4600" | 'Sand-clay-asce eto toe eoe eee eh ee dow 
ISS, iPS palding Seapets. Frees ce 4 ee 4:'900: |MMisicadani sss Peake 5 ah een 3 ee Sept. 4 
DT lt PAV OtLG pee Stn ke ane Re ae £40003: Gravelaaen es = 15 FO Pron we Sept. 7 
SS) |PNOZF OCA rete, 5 80 os eee Soe aie As 000) Sarthe Ssece wo” \ one aed ee eA en Sept. 3 
STV GLOMOrmtas ins. chane ee eee ee A: 200) | LAV Glancse ee asec eee ee es ee Sept. 2 
ain Walige eens. ett vs <5 ea a da 1x1 00n | sees GOSS ee a eee ee boas the ee Sept. 20 
15 | Jackson and Williamson.............-. 9540) P Martha seemetin 2s Coe eR, els . Li Sept. 18 
16 | Jefferson and Wayne.............-...-- 14.690 |..... Oe ee Ses ee ee Ls 2 eS WeOs 22-6 
CLI ClOUGRs catee tc. eke Mae pee fee 5) 6288074 Concrete mate abe > oe ae en ee Sept. 28 
6Si hee CO: ERE ee eee eth 25 250si Concrete oniriclc seers. eee. Le Sept. 22 
69 | Saline and Ottawa..........-...-.- oo SOOO Sarthe att eee ee AS De SOE 8 See Sept. 28 
VOM TAN Kiinhe See oe eee. ks Pane a 8 1S ON265" | SBYICK: Sept se Sas 2). renee BE ae Be COE tenn 
0! BYeATHIt a. ac eas ae os eee es os QIROO ML BATU Aaa 4s eens 2S mee 7 Ae dot: < 
OT a TOCKINTIC LG. -a ese oe ae eee ee Boe SOs650 ISD ILU TIN OUSs ae. sae ee es Ree ee Sept. 11 
09 eR NO Rot oe eee ae el pe Sol be 11. 352 d K 
417 | HOD KINS ee, a eee > ees or me aes 18. 800 
42. HON GOrSON saa aie neta eee AER 4, 620 
GO) “Lerre none sess. os cerns Lees: Soe 3. 450 : 
27h DeWiorcesterc.- o¢.5 aise ace eet etek: 1. 738 5 
474) Cass’and Vian Buren se... gseeae ce ecee 15. 036 ; 
Oval BOTAN arc eee ee ee eh ae AR Graveltc x se. eS. os Se a Sept. 22 
MSA OLDIOV: een aese cece een ees tee Meee eS | OS Tee CO Wee ls Adee vice eae ea ee = Opera 
Saute LONNIN GCOS ae? ayes ets eae ee 8 oh een ae Sait BENG (8 aS ees Sen eee ae cd ORS sl Penek 
OOM EROCK ema feta vein rah ery 5 oe = renee MONA 25a os SSR -Condtetesice™ bet er eae ee at a Ed Oxe se. 
OOMT Winn dc Pash es aus coc ome ce eeeteme cre coe cles ce CORRE n cece ceded paca tae edoes bon O.,. 

LOOSE TeOlOe accutane seen Sse Laine eee Mele eee Concrete, brick, or asphaltic..........-| SeeOe 
LOS ey ellowsMedisine dey ok cec teams Doel com teeatss Gravel eer cee cawsces ceideuti meee saalbe .do. 
EL OS is MOL OG tote. soaker cease ciene steel Cince eee cine |lestarate COCs eee ette te Meee area ashe ..do 
LL 7el)Mahnomens-mmass sc gel ea eepeeet ete aaltse make: ste ceee CO mae Se Mees oh eer Sok Als 2 do 
AQ HE OLAV oes Sot che Sos cress Meter cde tealeet ceame ae Harthiee see ese eee se ater es tice eal ast do 
ISL RDOURIASS sca Gaccrnec caaan Oe ee Ben et lin.de Saoaoas GTAVGl? Shanes core e Seen ees Sale ek ..do 
BS2 | PESOCK ON sata sameeren ee eae ee Oe Somes Sen DOSS ee coe Se a) No ..do 
183, le W BUSOCa sh staceaneee eee cae meres coe oaa aad ces |itee te GO Saar sees ca cnce ene deoeencee ase ..do 
ASSe le TACKSON Fe ake ccesmedon es Comme se yet e Selle <8 seco Concrete, brick, or asphaltic..........- . .do 
E20 Cagsie esas asceeer eae tae x eee ee anal was eae s Gravel fsas oes cee eak nea nee eee seas do 

Coa, brick, or asphaltic Sas enasiee 
aaa ose ane, oes er Nh dons 
Qravoleese mia eoed este sa tals line FLOR 

apoee Qasr eines So enace col wae Meese selec “Ote 
Le LOR ie See eee ee RN nit to on, ony |S LO 
AL CHSE As oso ema ne Saass sctees Face 5 Sept. 28 
Macadamsan4 saecsca te emece seek acne Sept. 1 
Grav elit Sis 5 Nae e Shs ae ere se Sept. 2 
See AO ieee tero danese eee he toe sen ODts 14 
Chat-or gravelcsp tines sete aes fais Sept. 18 
Gravelasisenence aster eee ede does Sept. 2 
Clay bound, gravel, or macadam...... Sept. 17 

LIGSON Fase asses soe nee eee te een ee oa ee paedoOne 
Gravely.2sI8 Setiace Sgaebs ce ses Vere ss Sept. 8 
aaa OMe ss enc aaenr teas oem te ese 2] Sapte oO 
(POPSOLME ae Sores aiacae mee stent wee Sept. 3 
GrAV elaesraas ceed enews eet ease td a 8 

Meee do 
eens do 
Gravel or crushed ro 
Gravel 

Boone do 
Bridge 
Gravel 
oO ewes See ee PF EM aes 

Asphalt 
Macadam 
Gravel 

psa GO ee atc aan 2. 
o-e do 
mene do 
Concrete 
Meese do 
eae do 
sues do 
sites do 
Bituminous macadam 

Amounts given are decreases from those in the original statements. 
Amounts given are increases over those in the original statements, 

Estimated 
cost. 

$188, 440. 31 
219, 273.17 
197, 007. 14 
202’ 851. 00 
82) 748. 00 

197, 598. 89 
170, 726. 05 
21, 780. 87 
22) 249. 37 

146, 027. 97 
47,978.59 
24) 857. 51 
31, 980. 74 
46, 678. 50 
58, 766. 88 
53, 550, 20 
51, 676. 35 
89, 863. 40 
57, 117. 50 
22, 671. 20 

120, 449. 94 
204, 672. 05 
97, 005. 15 
94, 904. 70 

136, 279. 54 
195, 580. 33 
487, 791. 61 
268, 499. 
112, 508. 
22, 660. 
13, 337. 
63, 775. 

988, 912. 
320, 646 
340, 301. 
43, 329. 
88, 330. 

5 28, 215. 00 
3 46, 349. 09 

3 137, 772. 80 
3 580,773. 16 
3 89, 848. 00 
8 45,155. 00 
3 44) 326. 70 
71, 156. 25 
26, 000. 00 
72, 068. 00 
26, 309. 99 
91, 988. 99 
47, 539.14 
21, 249.99 
72, 600. 00 

102; 193. 80 
47,717.08 
33, 739. 20 

2 81, 822. 02 
68, 530. 00 

2 105, 391.55 
87, 824. 00 
99, 506. 00 
107,101. 80 
17,990. 50 

199; 650. 00 
"999.99 

34, 147.30 
18, 000. 00 
72, 338. 55 
99) 601.92 
38, 501. 10 

116, 011.50 
164, 000. 00 
168, 000. 00 
102, 600. 00 
399, 000. 00 
427, 500. 00 
240, 000. 00 

3 Canceled. 

Federal! 
aid. 

$94, 220, 15 
109, 636. 58 
98, 503. 57 

101, 425. 50 
41, 374. 
76, 438. 

469, 456. 14 
160, 323. 35 
170, 150. 75 
21, 664. 50 
44,165. 10 
34, 760. 00 

300, 720, 00 
1 §1, 790. 03 
1 54, 996, 00 
dy 2,577.07 
196, 535. 82 
1 41, 498. 86 
1 27, 604.78 
1 13, 219. 60 
111,419, 25 
1 39,776. 50° 
1 14,714.00 
118, 962.31 
119, 002. 29 
1 5, 587. 40 

1 38, 798. 40 
1 21; 657, 00 
1 20, 900. 70 
1 12 840. 00 
119) 134. 66 
1 8,980. 00 

1 45,329. 40 
1 45,010. 00 
1 14, 497. 00 
3 14,107.59 
4 23, 174. 54 
3 41, 331. 84 

3 290, 386. 58 
3 44,924. 00 
3 22,577.50 
3 22,163.35 
35,578. 12 
13, 000. 00 
36, 034. 00 
13, 154.99 
45, 994. 49 
23,769. 57 
10, 624. 99 
36, 300. 00 
51, 096: 90 
23, 858. 54 
16, 869. 60 
40,911.01 
34, 265. 00 
52,665.78 
43, 912. 00 
49,753. 00 
53, 550. 90 
8, 995. 25 

99. 825. 00 
4,999.99 
17; 073.65 
9; 000.90 

36, 169.27 
48, 800. 96 
19, 250. 55 
58, 005.75 
82, 000. 00 
84, 000. 00 
35,910. 00 

139, 650. 00 
149, 625. 00 
84, 000. 00 

~ 
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Length in 
Project 

PROJECT STATEMENTS APPROVED IN SEPTEMBER, 1920—Continued. 

Estimated 

1 Modified agreements. Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreements. 
* Modified agreements. Amounts given are decreases from those in the original agreements. 

Rie Project - Federal State. a: County miles Type of construction. arora! ena al 

North Carolina.........--. Sree 121 12. 100 | Sept. 8 | $104,549.50 $52, 274.75 
North Dakotas. .ts....- 2a 112 20.000 Sept. 2 87, 450.00 43,725.00 
(ONID Hance ee eee tee eee eee 156 5.030 Sept. 3 250, 000. 00 27,000.00 

157 2. 866 Sept. 4/, 134,000.00 20, 000. 00 
161 2.546 Sept. 30 68, 500 00 30, 000. 00 
171 6. 549 Sept. 9 160, 000. 00 80, 000. 00 
175 5.351 Sept. 4 220, 000. 00 82, 000. 00 
76 ViGUern SOY: 2 sake eee ee eee oe eae 5.172 Sept. 9 250, 000. 00 38, 400.00 

Oklahomacs:-..t come ees pane 50] Pontoto se tiesto eee 4.000 Sept. 1 61, 050. 00 30, 525.00 
44 JACKSON. S.+ eee eee Sa art im Seer a See 1.000 Sept. 21 50, 886.00 20, 000.00 

Pennsylvania see see sere 85 | Dauphin and Perry.....7..2..-- Joe 7.908 |...do,...| 471,695.05 158, 160.00 
86 \ebottere.-— eer Ba eri a Pc he 0.953 Sept. 2 57, 098. 06 19, 060.00 
87 | aces Gs, 260 habs. Fee esther apiece 1.495 =-d0.=5 109, 914.53 29, 900. 00 
Sous dot Sti o. . tae ee See oe eee 4.103 E-do: 267, 473.74 82, 060. 00 
90: |, (Greene: 2: cae eee eee ee -e2. 611 aos 151, 372.18 52, 220.00 
QO. | “Lancaster. 24 soceo ke eee eee 5.412 Sept. 3 320, 312.16 108, 240.00 
924 Delaware... ee cere ce eee ne eee 2. 838 |...do....| 156,969.34 56, 760.00 
93) Butler. oh. cb Sete ee See ee ee eee 4, 989i Asphalt. qi204 adi centeeta oe eee seems Sept. 4 312,304. 49 98, 780.00 
94) Northumberland 922 oe eepeeee eee 3/063} (Concretelac.c 5-6 eee een ee eee .-do..-.| 164,533.38 61, 060. 00 
95) Lycoming... oak see en eee ee eee eee OS OLOMnesee Oss sti latte tek Tet pero ie Sept. 3 412, 930. 98 111, 400.00 
06. (Cambriav secs: a ee cere err eros A O2ial eee OO sted eae oe oon ee sae eae ..do..-.| 359,901.90 92, 540.00 

Rhode tslandsee ss sees ee Memes 115) -Providences.c- sso. fa n.e eee = eee eae 5.000 | Bituminous concrete. ..-.............. Sept. 8 247,728.36 100, 000.00 
BOuph Caroling ee sas. oon = 62 | Marl botoz-se= ne. see ee reese eenme aa 2 DVid PGS Syew ee ese eee pee Sept. 4 53, 460. 00 26, 730.00 

64.) Lexington 22. tea.. 2. snee seep et ee eeae 42048 3} Topsail see = ese teres eee ee eis, ae Sept. 22 | — 37,590.16 15.000. 00 
$3.4) (Unione eoeeneee eee caer Sse §.,639 4) iapto sO. Sete cio eawink oe eee ee eee aa eee ee ee 139, 082. 80 1100.00 

Tennessee.....-..----- Fe) ee ot 38 | White........ gps sioxs Sigan sion Soleo aeale oe 13.560 | Water-bound macadam.............-. Sept. 1 341, 718.38 170, 859.19 
PRE dR i Seat ie or aa ee A 88 ||). Cass.s.2 2200: ween, Cab es cee ee oe 24: 990 WiGravel oe jenetemeaateee eee eee as Sept. 17 211, 978. 03 58,375.00 

186 4iCottlectac sewn tie ea oe ee ee A 5 83, 092. 40 41,546. 20 
193") SBexarwet co os. een te en eee ae eee . 128, 715.51 58, 168.43 
208 || cIRUSE: s-eeete ce eetie wie eches eee Ree ee . 402, 628.05 150, 000. 00 
204) San iPatricio® -saess2 tee en eos See, eee 412, 500. 00 200, 000. 00 
205 OO uicein nist os sn eer eee eres Came ee a 110, 105. 60 45,000. 00 
206. Hort. Bend and* Wihartoteeseeeeee eels see se sie Bridgew.. ee teehee ee Meteors Oss 70, 062. 30 34, 000. 00 
208 |) Morris's: 32.5 Jacccee cee etre emcee nines Nee LOJ684 | 'Graveleiet-ncuansecee kites So eeee eee Sept. 29 111, 148. 16 48, 838. 95 

tale .29c snse Sea bees eee 12) |sironand sWiashine tone sae esa aceee ol eects extcce! eee ee Oz sin. Peete Oe Barer ee ere, fee Sept. 23 | 1 145,173.60 172,586. 80 
WieMMONUc. gee shee eee as 2 ISo| Rutland as. seek See tle ee nee Lee meee Bridge: P22 se eee ust goss eee we Sept. 8 12,397.16 6, 198.58 

19°) Orléans. 22.0 eg o0s. 2 os. ece eee eee 2° 030:)| (Gravelt sis. 22-28 neat ee eects Sept. 17 52,316. 00 26, 158. 00 
20) Washington cence. qn eee eee se eee ee 012200); Bridgesiand gravelisesessecesseeasee os Sept. 29 33, 855. 80 16, 927.90 

VAT SIS. 2s. See tS Scr Sees 61s) Augustas cose ckeem scenes 8 fa ees 4.430 | Bituminous macadam...............- Sept. 17 111, 448.70 55,724. 5 
72 | King William, Queen, and Essex... -. 15. 8507/ Sand-clay-and gravel.-2.2 2222-2 ee oe Sept. 21 145,785.75 72, 892, 87 
88) Stafford 25.0252 s seecee~ os et eee | . Gravel-® -S-cee=: sao atse ee ee |...do. 99,756. 80 49, 878. 40 
01s). King’Georse sees cere sete mre uae Topsoil Maoceet 228 Seow Se eae Sept. 17 43, 954. 35 21, 977.17 

103)| Arlington. Siac. caseec ne eee hee eee Concrete sau ee at eet a eer eee | Sept. 29 72,721.00 34, 200. 00 
1063) ‘Southamptoneerseresp ae = are we ONO7 0a] conee COs Ss ks ae eee ees Sept. 17 57, 933.70 19, 580. 00 

Washington] Saunas soles 78) Skamanigeoceee ose se teats A Se Gravel .c232.otise soc Sees Sept. 1 50, 714. 40 24, 400. 00 
79) | Lincoln . 2 jomc cance eset eee mete Sept. 29 44, 462.11 22,000. 00 

. 803| "Benton a. 2e-S-te sc. ea ena eee etld0 ee 32,708.17 16, 000. 00 
VY OSE Var gina Se aaa tee tects 77 -)| Greenbrier? career 2 eee 4 een see oe Sept. 8} 268,042.80} 238,080.00 

OONE Webster seme Mace Seen ie mee Sept. 1 96, 940. 00 48, 470.00 
1043) (Mineral ia astern seek sek eee ae Sept. 29 55, 246. 40 27, 623. 20 

WISCONSIN cc en). see eae eit CEI fel Belt) ea ane  a eo Soo anonAe tad mason ane Sept. 30 79, 432.70 27, 000. 00 
VTE is) etl Ol qty been oe, aprep=  Re eS a Sor mie O RO ea 79, 661.89 27,000. 00 

SAVY VOMMDE Werke cue sees. mses ae 74) CONVOISO sons Seer owe ence ne epee Sept. 3 | 3 427,460.00 | % 213,730.00 
80. Natrona eas cat- eons eee ere ...do....| 3 269,940.00 | 3 134,970.00 
93°|Washakier 2. eG. cm.oe aes seen ere Sept. 29 6, 556. 00 3, 278. 00 
OSs k@arb ones Sena .| Sept. 4 32, 120. 00 16, 060. 00 
09)|(Goshentaaeeeceecee -.-do....| 104,060.00 52, 030. 00 

101:)), Big Horn tise. sere tee eee Sept. 11 49,940.00 24, 970, 00 

1 Revised statements. Amounts given are decreases from those in the original statements. 3 Canceled. 
2 Revised statements. Amounts given are increases over those in the original statements. 

PROJECT AGREEMENTS EXECUTED IN SEPTEMBER, 1920. 

¥ ea Project ee 

State. ee County ee na Type of construction. pe es Federal aid. 
signed. | 

Califormiages 5 ceeeaeece aa BA O10 cates sons eR se 10.710 | Reinforced concrete. -.-..../....0...2- Sept. 8 | $278,320.60 | $139,160.30 
48") Santa Clara 2 oc acne. eheee eee ee ee 8./090'°| (Concrete 2-3 3.52 so ence: secrete ee ..-G0....-| 190,439. 45 95,219. 72 
BL «San. Diero; <= cette rome seee nee ee 6:675) | Reinforced Concrete. os.s. ss. e-eeeee pee dOsece 161, 110. 26 80, 555. 13 
49") ‘Santa: Cruz. sen. ake. seems eneeee eee 5s50 0 (CONCTOLOcios ek oee eae ae eee nee pee dOvacee 139, 146.15 69, 573. 07 
52 |||: Mendocino. 2 scence eee ae 17.800 | Reinforced concrete. ..............-..- BAO (5 38e: 441, 263.84 220, 631. 92 

; 554| San Dispose sete be nese eet aa 4.590 |..... GO... sn Snr eet he ie Saleen Che 3 119, 412. 48 59, 706. 24 
CLOOT PIA... obs assignee ase te cans A8-| (Clarkes su.csan cists oe eto ects eee ee oe ee ie eter Bituminous macadam 183,211.16 131,368.52 

124) Washing tonseceniess nace eee. 5.930 | Sand-clay 40, 000. 00 20, 000. 00 
EARN Os sae oa 8 otaue ee) es Sees 8 | Lwin Falls and Gooding= = specs lee eee ee. BYidge 27-24 soe ee ae cee 100, 000. 00 50, 000. 00 

14)) Bonneville se seee. serach eee ee ) 5.750 || Bituminous concrete:<-: 22.5. ---5 Be OOstaee 236, 263.50 95,801.64 
16.) Jetersonss jcsces see see. ete eee 6.270) arth aot seee ses Sere eateries medOress 53, 047.33 26, 523. 66 
17.) Bannock, 9.75, s). =e Seas eee ca 3.040! Gravel. cg. acc conenin nae pete eee Se pedOsaeee 90, 000. 00 39, 925. 01 
18 || Nez Perce and Datah=.c- 2225.25... 22 100s Crushed TOCK eee. eet ee ee er dOieece 306,815. 41 147,815. 41 
25.) Bingham. soo ene seeeee en eee eae see | ' 1.500 | Bituminous concrete..-:.......----.-- 2500: -.e 58, 459. 55 29, 229. 77 

7 32. Clarke, .. 2.22205 pearaeeaten ee ener - Hee 9. S204 GPA VO] so mean oem acme ey iinet are gti sO .ae92 63 , 079. 78 29, 999. 42 
TOUS Sc aetecta at Wars neers ae Seen 6=x. | Pazewellii 2. Bet ron ete Note She Bridge: se ee eee Sept. 9 74,901. 49 37, 450. 74 

S=K2 i Madisonssc vac nets se 5 eee ee ) = 6.720) |,Concrete and brick-<- 2222p ses... -ee Sept. 14 288, 578. 88 132, 689. 93 
I-15 (| L100 =<! assoc ee hee ee ee ee oe 93,347 || Bituminous macadam=ccnss. cseaee jeer Wee Oseer 118, 430. 63 59, 215.31 

; aR) Rape On sees secu er oeen et eperee maw 163940) 220 GOs sts csesense ce see eee oe ae mee dOneest 83, 429. 65 34,940. 53 
RICA VS eee See: CeCe eee eae 1) Elkh ort. 2 oil oo ee ek aie ee Pea a OS. Concrete anceeeen Cae ee Sept. 7 15,065.15 12,532. 57 

347) Marion and Jobnson.cso, )- ese eee eee enone Bituminous concrete........J.....-.2. Wee Oneal 115,502. 13 17,711.06 
4:) Putnam and Hendrick =2ssesieeee cal an, eo. Concrete and bridges.................- ---d0....-1 212,513.49 210, 698. 02 

GAT! Clayiand Vigoseen ence. ee een Eels see see Concrete faesccect ne ce eee eae LeedGnasee | 116,743.99 18,372. 00 
OA...) Madison .27..5...Se eee cee noth teh OE tLe GConcretejor brick... seo eee oe Peidosscimeet 2, ol0.45 11,157. 72 

210A. '|- Marshall: th. 30 S53 ee Perk Aes tae, I Concrete tetsct en fecd eee ee dole 18,543.03 14,271.52 
119) St. Josephiand Elkhart... case. seamen eee teen es AO. etic eee ae ee eee aerate eae RO. ssa 116,434. 29 18,217.15 

J2A| Jackson ec: oo.) 98. nee te (hee RIES Die dO: 8 Ee ee bie ent ae _.do. 14,944. 61 12,472.30 
I3A.-| Hancock sceio sends caeden eee ee eee es te feels oe GOP NEPINE Sob reator Sutise Bese bos Gos 118,100. 46 19,050. 73 
16B i) "Warricks.ceccc Shecees pe a ee eee ae ee (i 1 Cec or ERP Nryoey SP ate 200. see 2740.99 | 121,254.37 
I7A 4 Porter-and Wal Porte ssscn.see ee eee eee cen Concrete or brick or bituminous...-.... BRIS acre 118,930. 11 19, 465. 06 
18A | Howard and Tipton... Concrete 110,924. 21 15,462.11 

Miami... Ay bane ete rec Pe te Bridges. eo eee ea eee es 10, 776. 64 5,388. 32 

? 



PROJECT AGREEMENTS EXECUTED IN SEPTEMBER, 1920—Continued. 

Mississipp 

RET RES fee its .« cinis <"sizisje's os nis a 

onnsyvivania 2.25 .22 44. 2s. 

VUNG ae a ge 

31 

Project iF hi Project 

No. County sae : Type of construction. ager 

signed. 

(ae oa _ a6 - 

BY ROR Dubuque. «<ch sc, ssc ee ME ag cong aa ee oe Dee ee Bent: ’s 
ASMIMOUNEON A. ee case ocean eee oe 172570!) Brick onconerete: 2-2-2. aoe es | Sent. 9 
19 TAS archer goes wee eee ke cence ia Oe SP AG 
26 95960" | ceo. Owe aie cee cee eee 4. AOL eee 
32 4.8005" GCONOLGGL oe toes aaeeen renae ook rd jae 
37 12: Babs Gey Glee eae = ce ee oe ort = cen Sidon: 
40 1953607 |Miarthope een ccs. sole ce Sooo eo oak peCLOreee 
49 Patadk Rhy kick Pe RE emits 5 we 3: 042: Concrete.or brick... 9). 2216232222 2k. Hdotee.! 
DOME) BVAS* eee geno ets: Se kn) Oe LOSI" parties seereeatse ce. pore eae ee an Sos 
DO gieELONICy geass nonce eveeemen Senet Me 20.620 | .-... Coo Se Ae AS meen yee eee mt dOse es 
SSH DICkinson. 4) £4 ae Sete sae sie 4,803 | Concrete or brick... 2.2.22: 2.22.0... rr eee 
Cray BrGMonts. oe: eee an ean) eg 1S: O70 us iat thea enet se eer ee ete ee ee DAS este 
OPV OOGDUT Y.cte=* saree n a eer sme Ue 2.°730'| Brick oY, concretercce: t= tacks. eee wane donk 

Ae IBUGLOr Ss ee, oe eee eee erate 12.850 | Gravel 
ACL 

OG u|boinny ween hoe” cece ee ae econ Fee 125400) |S arth. See ace es cece eee See 
Take CUMS OL Seem ete mens et aye case 2.544 | Concrete or brick 

2 Diwepetbes es .* ee tiee 2 nee eee ere e 23.420 | Gravel on macadam 

Gels OUTDON amet east. Lie ee eee ee 6.533 | Bituminous macadam 
AQ RPL Gn Sast em eto metres ee Oe va ner Liven a 3.380 | Gravel 
Pitan © MACHi tae reer cee le eee tee cen SSS hares een 06 Ce Se spice Ree eat ay a eee 
8 | Wabasha and Winona. ..:.....-...-..- BI960C Marthe ote ee een oe eee Lk 

Obie MODISAS Omen oe een ten ee kee fre toe 19.020 | Concrete and gravel 
tie (RO LOY CNS coe eee ee ee ee Pre 17.462 | Gravel 
IZOtP Bis Stoneman, Seer eee TeOSoulseeee Ose ee ee a er epee: 
PAS a PIsClir anions era a eee sees ees Pe ae (BOA Sonee (6 (Oe Ge Sere ert a ee Ie ete Cm aS 
148 | Hennepin and Dakota.........-.-...- VEGI 25 See DOS sce «seater cease ee 
SITET Of OTSOlee ce aoe oct eee bet fo abs Clay and gravel 
BOs -Choshirge Wat we seen soe ewer cates: Gravel 
52a Sullivan and Mernimacke 0252.02. vesclees seid ceciellastees Ove 
GOaE CATT OM ser acne Sere ee oe eee ae cae See al name do.. 
SSRIRDCLALNOLO Nee en ae ese tel) ar Le O20 nee waa Oboe ce Sees ees Se ee Ge ees pt. 8 
SOM errimaAcin sosee ty, eke wot eS ler OO Solem acs OE ae Seer ot ae Ener Dene Meets aS 
GORI COGS Ree eee eee eee ees ks LOOsI ies oe Oe ae Ae Ae Re ois Re. fe sl, 

108 | Grafton Bituminous macadam pt. 8 
109 | Strafford Gravel with tar surface Sept. 3 
110 | Merrimack Modifiedasphalt 2s. ssse teeesaseccs, Sept. 1 
113 | Hillsborough | Bituminous macadam with surface of | Sept. 3 

tar treatment. 
117 | Grafton Bituminous macadam............-.-- Pees. 3: 

31D,E} Union Reinforced concrete or bituminous | Sept. 10 
macadam. : 

34 | Erie Reinforced CONCTOLC =. seu. setae ee ee Sept. 23 
46 | Ashland Concrete or monolithic brick.......... Sept. 24 
61 | Wayne Concrete or brick or bituminous ma- | Sept. 10 

cadam. 
93 | Gallia Bituminous macadam...........-...-- Sept. 29 
112 | Jackson Concrete or bituminous macadam..... Sept. 22 
137 | Sandusky Brick or bituminous concrete. ......-. ved022 > 
151 | Clermont Bituminousmacadams..-.- asses --/ee domes 
PUA ak eris tic. stron «ae ties oeasie estan nie Barth pies hictesteces sc scanersaess Sept. 15 
32 | Lake Gravele nus aneaciskea saan emeseces ces we cdOc se 
36 | Wasco arch Ss eee een oe ae ee eee eases Sept. 9 
einen do nd Oli Pereetete Gh eR aR UO Arse Choe some ac Oks MOee Sept. 15 
S77 tl even do OOO! lesen GO Re re cea eae oe Ze d0- saa N 
39 | Jefferson ; ‘Broken'stouesc 2s ssc5-. eee eset redone 
40H MWiAHOWSE seek cers soso ste eeaee sce 85390" ||>Marthis: Soke. See eee ee oe eee eadousece 
Bi Gian. oeeres seats ss cache cece sees 6.900 | Broken stone........-.- EROOc anes 
ADMIN IN ATL Law. aeeitse ee cee eee ee eee 21.880 | Broken stone or gravel ..do. 
ASME CTOO Kare ob ce eee ee ee ee ea ees L5P150) |e ck COE. See ore Fron iae don eee ee RAG (ee 
AGriaMalheirs of Cerrone sesh eee ela SS. OF8OLe|) Concrete. hisses crake sees odes scene tes Lepioki es 
UF KUSMathicn aan «Ay ocbcemsn cece eee sane 13.900 | Broken stone or gravel. ...........---- Oe 

THD CIN BGAV EDS s ome <b cee teas nthe eee 5.334 | Reinforced concrete.........-....---.- Sept. 3 
DOD PeROaInSe eee es eens ce seo oire oe ears CRY Al acetae COs See cae see ece ceemaldes oreteeice FdGs suse 
BOOUMEUZOMNO aa ee sate. sees Meee Lee Ba LO6atene CO Rr eee an eer ett. al eee Aug. 8 

Wla WAWECOCO: Seras cise semen ceo eee ieee CRE PBS ere to Ce i are Bae Soom tae Rear Meee Sept. 1 
(PAN, GROEN TR ao RAR ae oe ste oe eee 5 a S740 Wieesee OMS koe ee sere eerie Sept. 3 
(opel rankiinvand s\ dams saese- soto Si364ib Concretes scat see ts eee Se Aug. 30 
WGP PMOrcer he ase ce nee esas ee ERE ee 9.179.) Reinforced concrete. .+.....-..-----..- Sept. 1 
“itt hi DOO Uber do : . 
79 HsObor eee ee do 
80 heya ae sae do 
83 J STO Sy maces do 
TSG IR ALONTOO sakes soap ste ee me tae wees ae CALNE Ge Se do 
SZ A WHTIG= Seki s soe eee viatas eicinee erate Seis Sud6Oi les ee do 
igh VW Betz Navey U6 en pate ter be eas Se nees eel a se Fae, Bridges 

LOT We Rune Ser ee teen Be omelets rae roe eal Seales ce Metofins ac do ) 
MOU Wichita sp 2c.cm cceitnase noes Seis See eee 10.000 | Concrete .d 
NSS lI DLO set tee ne ees ee A 30.470 | Gravel ae 
ABI EC rai Ns ee Coe OS Bonet ser 22.070 | Stone macadam, bituminous top..-....).-.. Comer 
TAS De Dori Green tes sons anced ome ete ects eee 10.000 | Water-bound macadam, surface treat- /-- S005 352 

ment 
TRONS Upshur, Mee ee.2 canes Sees eee OLOLEY Gravelcena. sos eeaase seen sete eee e |...do 
UG TalwiDelte -_chetetees cron sea telaccen ote ae dis O00 iConerateror sravel. cece s- atean eee = ol ced Owes. | 
PRI Wiashinetanes soc ee seme ee eee Cee. neta aeess Wharthes. oot Gaease oe ee ease joe ad Oeeus 
16 | Botetourt and Rockbridge. ......- Fe ee Se a eee eMacadann tem. var eee et tee te Oka Se 
205) Southampton... 2. sae cesuiss wae eteemcalieetcases. Gravel gfe OR eae ee ee tea fo esata Ka ere 
Di IY UO ss Daan aeceetias oe am cetoas teen 5.700 |{Water-bound macadam..............- | Sept. 25 
ee PLE yee nebr cea coc Sanaa nase re sArser Bon 5, 280) |5..-- OQ lnc taseek omeeeiyaa sapiens Saat eeyt 23 

SOAS PN aziseMmond scot. nee. Seen eames ae AN4601) Concrete. saves cnindseestee aa cecenees tO ea 
406A. (sRappahannocks 20.8).8 cs cns semecee cs oe 3.086; jaMacadamtncssee cmaaecse ee yoccceeee je SL eee 

66 Chesterfield > asec us. eee eee ee S930 tT Concretecete veces oatote soared | Sept. 25 
Gye DACKGNSOI Seok ea eee eee ae + 5:920).) Bituminous macadam- io... --...--- 2. | poet 23 

70:42 | ‘Camphbells.<.ccouese see eee te eee. SaltOuisece- ro Fy eMC SE nape a cetee, fle ae ee ACG oa. 
79 | Prince William and Stafford. ......... 0;'549"|= Conoreter. <3 -5e.n- eeeecese oes | Sept. 25 

SLANE ONriCO sxca accent taeies eels enter. ain 2.480 | Bituminous macadam............-. -.| Sept. 23 

1 Modified agreements. 
’ 2 Modified agreements, Second revision. 

f 

Increase. 
Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreements, 

cost. 

$131, 782. 14 
911, 044. 03 
60, 004. 67 
167,593. 
260, 678. 
50, 843. 

105, 207. 
200, 461. 
106, 333. 
91, 796. 

236,571.39 
147, 034. 66 
160, 785. 62 
100, 746. 96 

52,358. 35 
128, 397. 83 
478, 461.95 

39 
98 
41 
80 
26 
04 

221, 974. 
44, S48. 
16,015. 
138,589. 
488) 962. 
137,311. 
90, 810. 
52, 948. 

367, 946. 46 
365, 304. 51 
11, 139.60 
22 620. 85 
11,493.42 
21, 875. 26 
17, 874.59 
17,314. 22 
64, 813, 92 

24 

17 
87 
54 
55 
99 

80 | 

61 | 

99 | 

15,013.51 
24,993. 04 
5, 951. 74 

25, 087. 42 
282,000. 00 

117,000.00 
150, 040. 00 
158, 000. 00 

186, 000. 00- 
120, 000. 00 
435, 500. 00 
189, 700. 00 
241814. 85 
140, 560.42 | 
121, 449. 74 
285; 963. 97 
299, 204. 40 
174’ 002. 40 
123, 569. 71 
180, 158. 00 
129, 800. 00 
178, 237. 51 
30,744. 67 

160, 608. 97 
467, 322. 46 
562,766. 95 
239, 021. 58 
352, 364. 49 
533, 961. 82 
459, 540. 86 
643, 753. 02 
567, 596. 92 
349, 454.27 
230, 420. 98 
309, 546. 60 
554, 859. 09 
572, 831.16 
2 4’944. 19 
72,963, 58 

568, 702. 68 
201, 492. 45 
508, 638. 61 
266, 674. 59 

78, 335. 95 
279, 022. 45 
1 98, 464. 30 
17,045. 78 

2 68, 357.47 
95, 608, 35 

100; 381. 27 
169, 470. 07 
82) 914. 11 

346, 563. 69 
138, 008. 39 

~ 102,019. 00 
48, 447, 48 
69, 666. 80 

Estimated — Federal aid. 

16,507.60 
16, 584. 
22) 600. 
23,300. 
78) 800. 
31,150. 
45,500. 
96, 000. 

500. 

54, 785. 
50, 000. 

22, 800. 
50, 000. 

239, 230. 

73, 

97, 995. 
92) 494 sey 

12, 543. 
83, 800. 

117,000. 
14,000. 
69, 000. 

92, 500. 
42, 500. 

106, 000. 
88, 000. 

223) 907. 
70, 280. 

110, 721. 
142) 981. 
149, 602. 
87,001. 
61, 784. 
90, 079. 
64, 900. 
89, 118. 
15, 372. 
80, 304. 

106, 680. 
194, 640. 
63, 920. 

108, 460. 
174, 800. 
167, 280. 
183, 580. 
145, 600. 
113, 100. 
68, 640. 
98, 300, 
141, 880. 
169, 320, 
22) 472. 
36, 481. 

100, 000. 
100, 000. 
127, 159. 
100, 000. 

39, 167. 
110, 000. 
1 49, 232. 

93 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
62 
00 

00 
00 
97 

00 
«D2 

11,053. 
69,000. 

213, 994. 
51, 007. ¢ 
17, 103. 
20, 000. 

100, 000. 
182, 652. 

1569. 8 
21,310. 

1746. 
10, 937. 
8, 937. 
8, 657. 

32, 406. 
7,506. 

12, 496.5 
2,975. 

Ol 

71 
00 

00 
00 
00 

00 
00 
00 
00 
42 
21 
37 
98 
20 
20 
85 
00 
00 
75 
33 
48 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
10 
79 
00 
00 
65 
00 

97 
00 
15 

13,522. 88 
2 34, 178. 73 
47, 804, Aly) 
50, 190. 63 
84, 735. 03 
41, 457. 05 

173, 281. 84 
69, 004. 19 
51, 009. 50 
17, 607. 98 
34, 833. 40 
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PROJECT AGREEMENTS EXECUTED IN SEPTEMBER, 1920—Continued. 

Project | 

State. Braeck County. “ean ea * Type of construction. eae beret Federal aid. 
‘signed. | 

| | 
OW asbineton.. +250. seme ebeze SOMMSKACIE. <ccck aobles each Pees coe eae Ree eon Concrete: fectik ee eee ee Sept. 8 | 1$21,000.09 | 1!$10, 500.00 

al Stevens... hen oeees oes eee sees ak 16 420 CEA VO) = Zoe. Lote ox oes Seo ene a ae cat eta 104, 984, 17 52, 000. 00 
BS ies se OAs enees 5. 990 Lddate.4 89, 502. 09 44, 000. 00 
54 | Grays Harbor. 3. 640 [OOrss as 55, 429. 99 2A AON 0, 
55 | Thurston... -. 6. 200 do 258, 598. 06 125, 000. 00 
57) | Seek < GOi5 chs chose. Coeur Rees oe 1.990 do 72,114. 02 36, 000. 00 
58), Mason. S28. %ieae.e es cue seen Boe 1.970 spets CoC, 27, 156. 36 13, 500. 00 
59'| Snohomish... (hse hI erate web taliweseralene's Bridgoi isnt Oe een ee Eee ae wes te 20,577.81 10, 000. 00 
60) gee GOSS stent os ayaa anetgh ane hrs 8.090 | Concrete. 2.2.02 2-0 <accsesinee so eee eee j---do....} 107,842.18 53, 000. 00 
G1 A\ uO WIS Sais cise ceenae = Seon ee eee Se 1.240 | Gravel or crushed rock..............-. Pen. 23 37, 146. 56 8, 573. 28 
62a Yakima so 5s2 52. «a6 igs ce ttre hate tio ae 5. 760)"|' Contrete cs ouk.< stew -'0s0 see eee toe .--d0....| 245,598.40 82, 700. 00 
64 0.990 |..... G0see dase dics pnd ss eae Roe LEME CO re 39, 750. 26 19, 800. 00 
66 7.420 | Crushed Tocks=. 4s seteeen mene: Boe REEL O tater 185, 357. 37 90, 000. 00 
67 5.490; Gravel andearthiinsass- 2.2 avert es 2 Pett le Paaece 112, 621.34 56, 000. 00 
68 3.340 | Gravel | : 51, 475. 16 25, 000. 00 
69 1.670 | Concrete 66, 688. 71 33, 000. 00 
70 3.960 | Earth 68, 416. 92 34, 000. 00 
73 7.650 |..... do 279, 138.64 | 138,000. 00 
(C1 's:\ 2 | ein Scan rei ar co Clinn Rom A.4 Bridge 11, 817. 85 5, 400. 00 
75 4.140 | Gravel 27,794. 80 13,500. 00 
76 05500" areas do 34,733.60 | . 12,736.25 

Wiyormines.tenes sce etennt tnt 26 9.1743} Earth 43, 998. 70 21, 999. 35 
65. | SBig Horn fa 2) eae ae a sees ee eee 8.172 | Selected material 33, 371. 80 16, 685. 90 
70') 3 Wash ki = 8 acct mes tet yee ta aan 2.902 )|Jar ac do 30, 643. 21 15,321. 60 
75; SEN ee etn ee erat ee ors 2.489}1..... do 22, 622. 00 11, 311. 00 
84 SP arich: a oeeiee cache tee nee ae eae 6.9544]..... do 88, 044.77 44, 022 
85.) Natrona a-fosc on ae eee toes oe ee 10. 000}}..-..- do 111, 211. 40 55, 605.70 
863) Johnson sae serene. Sos come sae a oe Gr47 aloes oe do 83,376. 26 41, 688. 13 
90" MELO Springs. tericeiae cee cersaer eee ae 39228 |..... do 45,973.99 22, 986. 99 

EASTERN STATES PLAN THEIR SNOW 
REMOVAL WORK FOR COMING WINTER 

{Concluded from page 12.] 

WHERE REMOVAL IS BY HAND. 

When snow must be removed by hand, it is impor- 
tant that the laborers be furnished with large scoops 
and that even at some additional first cost the snow 
be so piled that it will hinder rather than assist the 
refilling of the locations that have been cleared. It is 
not generally advisable to load the snow in trucks 
and remove it entirely, but this is sometimes done, 
and, indeed, when the cuts that have to be made are 
both wide and deep this may be cheaper than casting 
to one side. Snow so removed can generally be dis- 
posed of by the simple process of dumping it over the 
edge of the nearest high fill. 

As noted before, the most expensive item in snow 
removal is the excavation by hand of the drifts that 
have gotten beyond the capacity of the snowplows. 
For such work as this there are now manufactured 

rotary plows that will cut out these drifts and cast 

1 Modified agreements. Amounts given are increases over those in the original agreement. 

the snow considerable distances to the side of the cut 

which they make. As yet these rotary plows have 
not come into very general use, largely, it is thought, 
because the removal of snow from the highways is a 
comparatively new thing. Their use is, however, 
bound to increase, for it is not at all likely even after 
all of the preventative measures noted above have 
been taken that drifting will be so thoroughly elim- 
inated that the snowplows operated by the modern 
trucks can fully cope with the situation. Rather, it 
seems to the writer, that it will prove advisable to 
supplement the present equipment in most States by 
the addition of enough heavy plows so that a working 
space can be kept clear even through the cuts that 
are known to drift full during severe storms, thereby 
insuring that full efficiency can be had from the other 
equipment. 

Just how rapidly this change in snow-removal 
equipment will be made will depend on the develop- 
ment of satisfactory rotary plows, but it can hardly 
be put off much longer, for the cost of shoveling out 
deep drifts is very expensive. 
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‘ ies, a 
Printing 

Applicants are urgently be eg to ask only for those publications in which 
they are particularly interested. The Department can not undertake to supply com- 
lete sets, nor to send free more than one copy of any publication to any one person. 
The editions of some of the publications are necessarily limited, and when the Depart- 
ment’s free supply is exhausted and no funds are available for procuring additional 

licants are referred to the Superintendent of Documents, Government 
ce, this city, who has them for sale at a nominal price, wnder the law of 

January 12, 1895. Those publications in this list, the Department supply of which is 
exhausted, can only be secured by purchase from the Superintendent of Documents, 
who is not authorized to furnish publications free. 

REPORTS 

Report of the Director of the Bureau of Public Roads for 1918. 
Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads for 1919. 

DEPARTMENT BULLETINS. 

Dept. Bul.*105. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Pre- 
vention and Road Preservation, 1913. 5c. 

*136. Highway Bonds. 25c. 
220. Road Models. 
230. Oil Mixed Portland Cement Concrete. 

*249. Portland Cement Concrete Pavements for Coun- 
try Roads. 165c. 

257. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Pre- 
vention and Road Preservation, 1914. 

314. Methods for the Examination of Bituminous 
Road Materials. 

347. Methods for the Determination of the Physical 
Properties of Road-Building Rock. 

*348. Relation of Mineral Composition and Rock 
Structure to the Physical Properties of Road 
Materials. 10c. 

The Results of Physical Tests of Road-Building 
Rock. 1dc. 

Brick Roads. 
Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the 
Middle Atlantic States, 1914. 

Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the 
Southern States, 1914. 

Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the New 
England States, 1914. 

Public Road Mileage and Revenues in the Cen- 
tral, Mountain, and Pacific States, 1914. 15c. 

Public Road Mileage in the United States, 1914. 
A Summary. 

Economic Surveys of County Highway Improve- 
ment. 15c. 

Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Pre- 
vention and Road Preservation, 1915. 

Convict Labor for Road Work. 
Earth, Sand-Clay, and Gravel Roads. 1éc. 
The Expansion and Contraction of Concrete and 

Concrete Roads. 
The Results of Physical Tests of Road-Building 

Rock in 1916, including all Compression Tests. 

370. 

373. 
386. 

387. 

388. 

*389. 

390. 

*393. 

407. 

414, 
*463. 
532. 

*537. 

dC. 
555. Standard Forms for Specifications, Tests, Re- 

orts, and Methods of Sampling for Road 
aterials. 

Reports on Experimental Convict Road Camp, 
Fulton County, Ga. 

Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Pre- 
vention and Road Preservation, 1916. 

Highway Cost Keeping. 
The Results of Physical Tests of Road-Build- 

ing Rock in 1916 and 1917. 
*691. Typical Specifications for Bituminous Road 

583. 

586. 

660. 
670. 

Materials. 1dc. 
704. Typical Specifications for Nonbituminous Road 

Materials. 
724. Drainage Methods and Foundations for County 

, Roads. 
*Public Roads, Vol. I, No. 11. Tests of Road-Building Rock in 

Ui Key.. =~ iNayey 
*Public Roads, Vol. II, No. 23. Tests of Road-Building Rock 

in 1919. 1l5c. 

OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS BULLETINS. 

Bul. *37. Examination and classification of Rocks for Road 
Building, including Physical Properties of Rocks 
with Reference to Their Mineral Composition and 
Structure. (1911.) Lc. 

*43. Highway Bridges and Culverts. (1912.) 5c. 
*45, Data for Use in Designing Culverts and Short-span 

Bridges. (1913.) 6c. 

Department supply exhausted. 

ROAD PUBLICATIONS OF BUREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS. 
OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS CIRCULARS. 

Cir.*89. Progress Report of Experiments with Dust Preventa- 
tives, 1907. 5c. 

*90. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Prevention, 
Road Preservation, and Road Construction, 1908. 5c. 

*92. Progress Report of Experiments in Dust Prevention and 
Road Preservation, 1909. 5c. 

*94. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Prevention and 
Road Preservation, 1910. 5c. 

*98. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Prevention and 
Road Preservation, 1911. 5c. 

*99. Progress Reports of Experiments in Dust Prevention and 
Road Preservation, 1912. 5c. 

*100. Typical Specifications for Fabrication and Erection of 
Steel Highway Bridges. (1913.) 5c. 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY CIRCULARS. 

Sec. Cir. 49. Motor Vehicle Registrations and Revenues, 1914. 
*52. State Highway Mileage and Expenditures to Janu- 

aryels L9Lb Oc: 
Automobile Registrations, Licenses, and Revenues 

in the United States, 1915. 
State Highway Mileage and Expenditures to Janu- 

ary 1, 1916. 
Rules and Regulations of the Secretary of Agricul- 

ture for Carrying out the Federal Aid Road Act. 

59. 

63. 

*65. 

5c. 
*72. Width of Wagon Tires Recommended for Loads of 

Varying Magnitude on Earth and Gravel Roads. 
5c. 

Automobile Registrations, Licenses, and Revenues 
in the United States, 1916. 

State Highway Mileage and Expenditures for the 
Calendar Year 1916. 

Experimental Roads in the Vicinity of Washing- 
ton, D.C. 5c. 

Public Roads Vol. I, No. 1. Automobile Registrations,  Li- 
censes, and Revenues in the 
United States, 1917. 

3. State Highway Mileage and Ex- 
penditures in the United States, 
1a ly- 

I, No. 11. Automobile Registrations, Li- 
censes, and Revenues in the 
United States, 1918. 5c. 

*Vol. II, No. 15. State Highway Mileage and Ex- 
penditures in the United States, 
1918. de. 
25. Automobile Registrations, 
Licenses, and Revenues in the 
U.S, 1919. 

Public Roads Vol. III, No. 29. State Highway mileage 
1919, 

73. 

74, 

Brtite 

Vol. I, No. 

*Vol. 

Public Roads Vol. III, No. 

DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. 

No. 94. TNT as a Blasting Explosive. 

FARMERS’ BULLETINS. 
338. Macadam Roads 
505. Benefits of Improved Roads. 
597. The Road Drag. 

SEPARATE REPRINTS FROM THE YEARBOOK. 
B. Y. Sept. 727. Design of Public Roads. 
B. Y. Sept. 739. Federal Aid to Highways, 1917. 

REPRINTS FROM THE JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH. 

EB: 

Vol. 5, No. 17, D-2. Effect of Controllable Variables Upon the 
Penetration Test for Asphalts and 
Asphalt Cements. 

Vol. 5, No. 19, D-3. Relation Between Properties of Hardness 
and Toughness of Road-Building Rock. 

Vol. 5, No. 20, D-4. Apparatus for Measuring the Wear of Con- 
crete Roads. 

Vol. 5, No. 24, D-6. A New Penetration Needle for Use in 
Testing Bituminous Materials. 

Vol. 6, No. 6, D-8. Tests of Three Large-Sized Reinforced- 
Concrete Slabs under Concentrated 
Loading. 

Toughness of Bituminous Aggregates. 
Tests of a Large-Sized Reinforced-Concrete 
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